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FROM THE PRESIDENT..
Dear
ADMINISTRATION STAFF
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
Dr Mark Curchak Executive Assistant to the President
Dr Bette Landman President Phyllis McNeff Execit
tive Secretary
DEANS OffICE
Marie Gallagher Assistant Dean Dr
Michael Berger Vice President of
Academic Affairs/Dean of College
REGISTRARS OFFICE
GRADUATE STUDIES
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Laurie Geyer Office
Assistant William
Elnick Assistant
Registrar Harold
Stewart Registrar
Christine 1-toizer
Registration Systems
Coordinator Julia
Remes Secretary
Elizabeth Haff
Secretary
Helen Massey Secretary Nicole Turco Secretary Dr
Richard Polis Dean Maureen Guim Assistant
Dean Sandra Loane Administrative Assistant to the
Dean Not Pictured Mary Kate McNulty
Geraldine Swan Coordinator of Continuing Education Elizabeth Daly
Administrative Secretary Doreen Loury birector of ACT 101 Sally
Hotchkiss Administrative Secretary Dr Nancy Allen Associate Dean of
the College/Dean of Continuing Education Dr Dennis Gallagher First Year
Advisor Professor Linda Diamond Director of Cominunittl Scholars
Dennis Dougherty Director of Weekend College Bruce Keller Director of
Academic Support Services Not Pictured Diana Wagner
Anita Washington
Faculty Secretary
LIBRARY
CAREER SERVICES
Cindy Rubino Coordinator of Community
Service Jane Hoover Secretary to Director
Charles Lower Director of Career Serzices
Brian Duffy Inter-Library Loan Technician
Susan Kaminski Circulation Supervisor Miriam
Fetscher Acquisitions Technician Ellen Lefebvre
Catalog Technician Joan Whiting Serials Techni
cia Millie Potash Secretary Not Pictured Julie
Diehi Anita Samuel Marie Walcroft
COMPUTER SERVICES
CENTER FOR EDUCATION ABROAD
Row Elizabeth Hunter
Computer Support Specialist
Arlene Snyder Administrative
Coord Dr David Larsen V.P
Director Meghan Mazick
Prgm Coord Stephanie
McNerney Prgm Coord
Wendy Kaye Assistant to the
Associate Director
Row Julia Levy Assistant
Director Stacy Johnson Prgm
Coord Dorothy Clark
Receptionist Rosemarie Kock
Publications Coord Marilyn
Hubbard Prgm Rep
Row Susan Popko Prgm
Rep West Coast May Phan
Data Control Operator Leann
Schmitz Audrianna Jones Prgm Coord Cara Pitone Prgm Coord Richard Gifford Pram Rep New
England Joann Provasnik Meredith Chamorro Prgm Coord Loma Stern Associate Director Not
Pictured Christina Good Stacy Lombardi Jan Sanders
Ann
Ranieri
Head of
Technzcal
Services
Ben jam
Williaim
Ill Direc
Mark Schiam Systems Manayer Michael lLrbix Information
Systems Support Specialist Elizabeth Half Secretary
William Wadlinger Assistant Director of Academic Computing
Victoria Katona Network Administrator Robert Agnew
Director of Computer Services
Dr Eugene Lytle Jr
Facilitator/Instructional
Technician
Christopher
Hennessy
Prgm Coord
Barbara Merdiushev Director of Annual Fund Judy Severen Secretary
MaryAnne Bowers Campaign Director and Director of Development Louise Pfau
Secretary Eugene Bucci Sistems Manager Not Pictured Karen Hartzell
Abby Gralnick Assistant
Director of Annual Fund
Ann
Ranieri
Head of
Technical
Services
Suzanne
Kinard
Hemi of
Rder
Services
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
DEVELOPMENT
Jay Vogel V.P of Institutional
Advancement
IANDPI NT RELATIONS
Patricia Bocella Secretary Roberta Thomas Director
Georgene Pilling
COLLEGE RELATIONS
Dynise Balcavage Assistant Director Juli Roebuck Director Donna Whitlock
Secretary Norman Skarren Website Coordinator Not Pictured Keith Forrest
BUSINESS OFFICE AND TREASURERS OFFICE
Row Dolores 1-lornung Student Accfs Administrator MaryAnne Creighton Student
Accts Facilitator Sherri Evanina Rose Graul Accts Payable Administrator
Row Linda Wackerman Cashier Catherine Guerra Student Accts Receiveahle Adminis
trator Richard Speller V.P of Finance/Treasurer Michael Coveney Controller Marcella
Wolk Administrative Secretary Joanne Schweikert Manager
Hill Assistant
Julie Rosner
Assistant Controller
HUMAN RESOURCES
Josetta Morrone Purchasing
Coordinator
BOOK STORE
Lynette Allen-Collins Director Lorraine Yearicks
Coordinator of Employee Benefits and Services
PHYSICAL PLANT
Kim Watson Manager Mike Barouki Asst Manager James Haherty Director
SWITCHBOARD
PRINT SHOP
Wayne Force Manager
Not Pictured John
Conway Mail Caner
MAIL SERVICES
Carolyn Ceneviva
Manager
Roxane Zefelippo Mail
Services Assistant
PUBLIC SAFETY
Row Sergeant Harold Barnes James Bonner Director Sergeant Charles Upshur Row
George Frost Patrol Officer Norman Hodges Jr Conzmunicafiozs Officer Edward Johnson
Patrol Officer Mark Stryjak Not Pictured Joel Bickerstaff William Bowdren Tina Chiu
Theresa Dugan Kimberly Ebrahim Glenn Fowler Julian Harmon Loretta Jones Tyshina Jones
Harold Luker Darlene McClung Barbara McGettigan Bridget McNamee Matthew Mergen
Rivera Cruz Samuel Small Frank Toner
Dolly McHugh Manager
Counselors Kathleen
Hansel Jenna Selander
Debra Troxler Melinda
Karhoff Joseph
Rodriguez Christine
Soda Melissa McCurdy
Not Pictured Carolyn
Pyatt Rev Matthew
Whong
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Elizabeth Rihi
Associate Director
Lena Bradley Data Control
Operator Mary Ann Roberts
Adm Receptionist/Secretary to
V.P Kathleen Williamson
Receptionist/Computer
Operator Nobuyasu
McPherson Assistant Irma
Brager Receptionist/Computer
Operator Rosemary
Hojnowski Office Supervisor
Arthur Goon Associate Director Dennis Nostrand Vice President
Suzanne Allen Associate Director Mark Lapreziosa Director
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Row Jeffrey Ewing Assistant Dean of Students Dr Janet Walbert Dean of Students
Glenn Martin Director of Residence Life Row Brian Watkins Campus Life Coordinator
Debbie Blackstock Office Assistant Vickee Williams Resident Director Katy Roussos
Resident Director Not Pictured Mimi Bassetti Christopher Coia Kenneth McConnell
Christopher Squillaro
Scott Conlan Facilities
Coordinator
Angela McNeil Coord
Multicultural Affairs
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
Linda Detra Manager/Aquatic Director/Softball Coach Lisa Brackbill Head Athletic Trainer
Stanley Exeter Assistant Director Shirley Liddle Director Sally Wink Secretary
WELLNESS SERVICES
Deborah Lennon Nurse Practitioner Jacqueline Harvey Secretary Elaine
Steiffenhofer
Director Not Pictured Dr Marc McKenna M.D Dr Valerie Prete Prendley M.D
Dr Lane Neubauer trances Pollock Alcohol Cynthia Ruthertord
Director Drug Education Counselor Psychologist
CHILDRENS CENTER
Kathy Trainor Assistant Director Caroline Sandier
Teacher Assistant Not Pictured
Amy Saia
Dean Berger talks with student at
the
annual International Festival
Wayne Morra Jeff Shultz Marianne Mjserandino Josh Blustein and
Angela Gillem
enjoy lunch at New Student Orientation in September
Bette Landman takes time out of her hectic schedule to dine with
students and faculty
Pajama Party with YlGO Left Chris Coia chats with Y100 represen
tative and right hanging out with Jan Walbert and Brian Watkins
Bette Landman and Jan Walbert serve
breakfast to students at Late Night Breakfast
during exam week
Tim Fazio relaxes after preparing for
the Empty Bowl dinner
DEDICATION
Dr Thomas Dougherty
Assistant Chemistry Professor
We dedicate this yearbook in
sor friend and inspirational
It is funny how person can impact your
life and you do not realize it until he is
gone One such person is Dr Thomas
Dougherty Professor of Chemistry who
left this world on
June 30 1997
So much can be
said about the per
son he was and it is
hard to know where
to begin Dr
Dougherty was
friend to the stu
dents always avail-
able for questions or
for quick chat His
office door was per
manently open and
his phone was con
stantly ringing off
the hook He was not
just great teacher he was great person
and friend
The students were not the only people
who looked up to him He acquired great
amount of respect from the faculty and
staff at Beaver College in the short time he
was with us If you ask anyone on campus
loving memory to our profes
leader Thomas Dougherty
what type of person Thomas Dougherty
was they would only have good things to
say about him Kind loving and under
standing are just few of his qualities
Many people in
fluence our lives and
most of the time we
do not realize it
Thoseof you whodid
not know Tomas
Dougherty missed
out on great rela
tionship with won
derful person Ev
eryone who knew him
will sadly miss seeing
his smiling face
around campus
Wherever he is he is
looking down on us
here we must re
member the good times that we had with
Dr Dougherty friend teacher and con
fidante Dr Dougherty taught us not to be
afraid to reach out and get close to some
one lesson that extended beyond the
classroom
By Tricia Kershner Beth Wrable
C0MP LJTER SCIENCE MATH
Dr Richard Arras Dr Alan Barson Dr Louise Friedler
Dr Alice Jordan
ACUL
Barbara Kuip Mark Schiam
Renee Starr Dr David Weiner Dr Edward Wolff
EDUCATION
Dr Christina Ager Virginia Blaisdell Marsha Britton
Dr Barbara Fleisher Dr Francine Fulton Dr Steven Goldberg
Dr Bette Goldstone Dr Steven Gulkus Dr Karl Janowitz

ENGLISH/COMMUNICATIONS/THEATER ARTS
Dr Susan Balee David Bassuk Dr Pradyumna Chauhan
Dr Shekhar Deshpande Dr Hugh Grady Lakshmi Gudipati
Dr Thomas Hemmeter Carolyn Mee Marian Nelson
Anna Wagner
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
Dr Norah Peters
PWSICAL THERAPY
Dr Richard Wertime Dr Jonathan Church
Dr Norman Johnston Dr Ana Maria Garcia
Rebecca Craig Jan Tecklin James Tomlinson
BIOLOGY
F.
Dr Lauretta Bushar Deborah Eunpu Sheryl Fuller-Espie
Dr John Hoffman Dr Myra Jacobsohn Nancy Magid
Marie Duke Murphy Dr Raymond Rose Marie Sanchez
I-I Samuel Stewart
Michael Dryer
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT SiulIEs
HISTORY
PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION
Dr Archie Vomachka Vicki Boruta
Gretchen Paruch Dr Geoffrey Haywood
Michael Levin Dr John Luetzow Dr Finbarr OConnor
MODERN LANGUAGES
Helene Cohan
Dr Louise McCabe
PSYCHOLOGY
Thomas Fleming Dr Carol Klein
Karen Santiago Edith Stetser
Stephen Tippett Helga Wells Dr Joshua Blustein
Dr Hilda Minkoff Dr Barbara Nodine
CHEMISTRY/PHYSICS
Dorothy Ettinger Rebecca Lafleur
Dr Steven Robbins
Dr Stephen Huber
Paula Winokur
FINE ARTS
Betsey Batchelor Robin Fickle Bonnie Hayes
Robert Mauro Scott Rawlins Carol Saraullo
Jas Szygiel Judith Taylor
Crivelli Kovach
ADMIN./EcoNoMMIcs
Annette Halpin Sassan Hejazi
Linda Moonblatt
Music
Dr Wayne Morra
Dr William Frabizio

Lopopolo Karen Misher
Lesley Mitchell
Dr Linda Morante
Earl Morgan
Lewis Motter
Carl Mottola
Mark Muir
Dr Srimati Mukherjee
Dr Andrew Newman
William Noel
Dr Carol Oatis
Brian OMalley
Dr Carlos Ortiz
Earl Paine
Martha Palme
Kathleen Pearle
Dr Fran Pelham
Vincent Pezzullo
Patricia Piano
Diane Pieri
Tracey Ramsey
Dr Richard Ratner
Sharon Ravitch
Dr William Reese
Dr Michael Reinhart
Dale Roberts
Dr Mark Rohiand
Ian Rose
Dr Betty Ross
Ewart Rouse
Ruthanne Rust
Jeffrey Ryan
Julie Ryan
Dr Alexei Rybkin
James Saia
Elyse Saperstein
Douglas Sauber
Karen Sawyer
Rena Schiaff
Adele Schneider
Dr Jennifer Schori-Deery
Dr Patricia Scully
Gabriela Segal
Dr Gary Seidenberg
Marlene Sherman
Dr Wesley Shumar
Wendy Simon-Sinkler
Mary Sims
Dr Deborah Smith
Jeanette Smith
Barbara Sollberger
Jonathan Solomons
Hazel Souder
Patricia Sosnader
Patricia Spera
Francine Spierer
Dr Nancy Spinner
Karen Squarrell
Dr Thomas Stapleford
Joseph Stefano
Gaynor Strickler
Jane Styer-Acevedo
Tatyana Sviridovsky
Christopher Taranta
Dr William Tate
Dr Jay Templin
Cambria Throne
Dr John Tierney
Susan Tomlinson
Richard Torchia
Paul Towhey
Clista Townsend
Kathleen Valverde
Dr Jura Viesulas
Marilyn Web
Robert Webers
Allan Weinberg
Vivian Weinblatt
Dr Wayne Whitehouse
Thelma Wigod
Jason Wilson
Mary Winn
Eric Yanez
Michael Yatzus
Susan Zbacnik
Sergio Zefelippo Jr
Joseph Zisk
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rew Brenner Tom Carlin John DAndrea Jason Dreher Brian Gilbert
Jesus Gonzalez John Gunning John Koenig Tim Lauterwasser David
Steve Moyer Sean OLeary Brian Olkowski Michael Principe
chardinger Jason Silversteen David Smith Lak Sphabmixay James
Tom Roller Head Coach Stan Exeter Assistant Coach
Rutgers
Marywood
F.D.U
Alvernia
Neumann
Centenary
Lycoming
Eastern
Wesley
Del Val
Misericordia
Cabrini
Western MD
Widener
Goucher
Kings
Aibright
Gwynedd-Mercy
PAC Eastern

Jeanmarie Andrews KellyAnn Coughlin Jen Crouthamel Andrea DiMaiolo
Sarah Friedman Amanda Fuhrman Katie Gallen Amy Hollinger Melissa Houghton Danielle
Joyce Jeanette Leithead Carrie Miller Melissa Miller Melissa Misuik Karen Murphy Nikki
Newlander Heather Olone Stephanie Rider Christine Rusnack Maria Scelfo Melanie Schiack
Maureen Sherlock Kristen Sock Jamie Valania Toni Ann Wessels Art Goon Head Coach
Glenn Fowler Ed Henry and Tina Rauchut Assistant Coaches
Everyone has worked
really hard and we enjoyed
great season together
-- Katie Allen Tn-Captain
Kate Allen Jeanette Arnghi Amy Barone Susan Beltzner Angela Crouch
en Custer Amanda Davis Christine Dentzer Shana Foley Nicole Georgis
Hart Jessica Hilton Robyn Humphries Devon Hunt Amy Kerstetter Jenna
McCormick Jodie Pitt Toya Rucker Allyson Scott Theresa Stout Jessica
erger Kathy Kravitz Head Coach Laura Ann Lane Assistant Coach
Wesley
Neumann
Kings
Chesnut Hill
Gwynedd-Mercy
Bryn Mawr
Eastern
Marywood
Alvernia
Misericordia
Cedar Crest
lmmaculata
Rosemont
Cabrini
Widener
Haverford
Del Val
Phila Textile
THEM
Gwynedd-Mercy
Rosemont
Chesnut Hill
Neumann
Immaculata
Cabrini
Marywood
Centenary
Wilmington
Frostburg
Cedar Crest
Alvernia
Widener
Phila Textile
Eastern
Misericordia
PCPS
PAC Alvernia
1997-98 Roster Kristen Binde Ahndrea Bixler Nicole Cifuni Kara Fisher Kelly
Haberinan Tiffany Nicholas Jen Patoki Maura Richie Nancy Root Kristen Yapsuga
Shannon Speicher Head Coach Kevin Bell and Rob Norgrove Assistant Coaches

Alvernia
Rosemont
Chesnut I-till
Cedar Crest
Marywood
Cabrini
Gwynedd-Mercy
Phila Pharmacy
Wesley
Phita Textile
Eastern
Widener
lmmaculata
Allentown
ti
___
Coach has worked rcall hard
to improve our skill level and
although we didnt win the
championships we competed
with the top teams
--Jen Good
1997-98 Roster Mizuki Ando Lisa Aranyos Jane Calva
Canlas Jessica Gasser Jennifer Good Yujin Jung Heathei
Jennifer Peek Tom McGovern Head Coach Tobin ForbU
Coach
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US THEM
Wilkes 81
-14
V.F Christ 79 62
Lincoln 90 87
Alvernia 69 83
Wesley 71 86
Allentown 62 79
Eastern 67
Rowan 82 90
Lycoming 75 85
Wilmington 85 76
Cabrini 70 76
Marywood 9Z 79
Gwynedd-Mercy 80 92
US THEM
Neumann 80 97
Phila Pharmacy 81 99
Misericordia 61 63
Alvernia 82 88
Eastern 69 56
Cabrini 59 69
Marywood 77 83
Gwynedd-Mercy 72 71
Centenary 75 70
Neumann 78 74
Misericordia 89 90
PAC Alvernia 77 94
44
------
Thanks to our coaches
who helped us develop
our game over the last
year
Kim Palmer Captain
1997-98 Roster Dene Battles Heather Chrvala Janella Dobbs Keesha Gilmore
Megan Hoban Heidi Messner Kim Palmer Maura Richie Brooke Rickert Valencia
Ricketts Kristen Sock Chrissy Waick Sonia Fez Head Coach Stan Exeter and
Hosea Jackson Assistant Coaches
46
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1997-98 Rostec Donelle Drotz Nicole Cifuni Kat
Amanda Davis Chanin Deane Julie Heatherby Kasie
non Mitchell Jen Patoki Megan Schook Colleen
Haughton Head Coach Jim Lymper
Ocean County
Notre Dame
Bryn Mawr
Ursinus
Albright
William Paterson
Misericordia
Mt St Marys
Juniata
Kings
In my past four years at
Beaver the team has grown
and improved tremendously
wish everyone lot of luck
next year
--Colleen Waldron Captain
Bob Harrington Michael Kenny Kevin
Scott McConney Judy Haughton
Lymper Assistant Coach
This year we layed down
solid foundation which will
make us team to be reckoned
with for years to come
--Kevin Ketler Captain
49
US THEM
Ocean County 85 65
Lycoming 64 102
Albright 13
Ursinus 27 62
William Paterson 60 101
Misericordia 28 64
Mt St Marys 48 33
Kings 76 75
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Barrell Melissa Bites Deanna Biaselli Ahndrea Bixier
Giaime Jessica Hilton Heidi Messner LeAnn Ott Jen
Lisa Pepe Whitney Rahm Brooke Rickert Allyson Scott
iweddle Chrissy Walck Linda Detra Head Coach Sonia
Thanks tor great four years To
our coache and teammates good
luck in the future Always remember
the fun we had Eat shop and Linda
take ott the glasses
fl Iweddle and Whitney Rahm
55
1997-98 Roster Serge Brodsky Archie Christian Jos
Heiser Matt Link Kevin Marks Lak Sphabmixay
Jason Winey Eigo Yoshioka Tom McGovern Head
Forbus Assistant Coach
US THEM
Pharmacy
Neumann
Eastern
lhila Textile
Cabrini
\larvvood
Northampton
Allentown
Gwyncdd-\lcrLy
P.S Ogontz
Widener
Alvernia
We had tot of fun throughout
the t1Ofl WI WOfl the PAC
championship for the first time
and six guys were named for the
\I Conference Team-what more
do need to say Kevin \Iarks
56
oe Busillo John Bussillo Chris Coia Ron Creighton
ty Sean Fullerton Bart Mikulski Marcus Smurda
iice Keller Head Coach
We didnt have the best
season record wise but you
couldnt have been around
better bunch of guys
-- John Busillo
US THEM
Pharmacy 413 376
Neumann 413 381
Cabrini 413 434
Neumann 379 362
Alvernia 379 391
lolv Family 394 337
Cabrini 394 380
Holy Family 373 335
Swarthmore 373 360
Neumann 373 366
Allentown 384 327
Eastern 384 399
Del Val 348 324
Albright 348 336
Eastern 348 451
PAC Misericordja 369 342
PAC Neumann 369 354
PAC Alvernia 369 358
PAC Cabrini 369 364
57

izaflos
Equestrian
Alphabetically Becky Aukamp Maggie Beans Mary Jo Boucher
Corey DiLellea Sarah Garber Michelle Hammond Eniily Heffner
Chris Kanicki Devin Kroll Nicole LaGreco Lisa Marsh Kris
Olexv Alison Torrie
Student Planning Board
First Row Dana Schoup Kevin Hagan Eric Mongrail
Patty Brennan Heather Kassebohm Second Row Jen
Hiller Shawn Benning Becky Martin Sondra
Beth WrableJami Rodriguez Christina Cavela
Sherwood Fourth Row Kelly Iaulin Trisha
Chris Ubbins Bob Harrington Marcie DuBrow
Klein
Onentation Leaders
IyMatt Anderson Corry Baldacchino Becky Barlow
gHeather Boblitt Jane Boyce Patty Brennan Natalie
runo Toni Burdick Melanie Canlas Megan Childers
inJacCottrell Kelly Ann CoughlinJen Custer Chrissy
lyDevine Karen Ebner Shana Foley Amanda Fuhrman
wicz Gina Griffin Michael Groh Kevin Hagan Sharan
Kristin Haskins James Hutchings Kay Kalenga Tricia
ChrisKanickiCatKirschner Jackie Libonate Kurt Luddecke
in Maria Marioni Becky Martin Jen Mayersky Sondra
Ic Mongrain Stephanie Mort Megan Morrow Gary
ken OConnor Ruhi PachecoKelly Paujjn Jennifer
ley Susan Richardson Brooke Rickert Kristin
L.Jami guez Shan Rothenberger Jennifer Rowand Mike
rJesse Schimmer Melanie Schlack Megan Schook Kristen
ystal Smith Jess Smith Lauren Spearman Maria Spinelli
i.MaureenTaylor Melissa ThomasTiborlorok TJ Tweddle
an Jessica Wacker Jessica Wagner Stephanie Weikel
an Beth Wrable
First Row Bronwynn Frazier Vickee Williams Second Row Chrissy
Deritzer Jim FlahertyAdvisor JeanMarie Andrews
Martial Arts
I4
Cheerlea ding
First Row Beth Wrable Second Row Danielle Rush Debi Urban Third
Row Lisa Smith Chrissy Seleyo \taria Spinelli
Students Against Drunk Driving
First Row Mandv Miller Kelly McCulley Maria Marioi
Schook John Cryan Lana Gombar Second Row
Chrissy Seleyo Alissa Barrell Amy Kerstetter Kelly
Mongrain Brandi Hine Marcie Gruber Third Row
Brian Mclaughlin Kevin Hagan Dave LeGacy
Rowand Tynesha Drennan Leigh Daly
Hillel
ami Rodriguez Lisa Sandier len Mc artiuv Lcah Arbeter
Kow Todd Schuler
American Chemical Society
irrie Young Nicole Martin Kelly Zweisdak Brian Baker
Dr Mikuiski Ashish Pate John Pasquella \lichclk
Jesse Mcintosh Juliann Mogish Dr Viesulas Dr Beavers
Beaver Association for Special Education
First Row Tern Adams Jen Mayerski Beth Wrabie Kelly Pauiin Kurt
Luddecke Second Row Pattie Brennan Shelly Czhovtzkin Tricia
Kershner Don Aibertson Rosemary Duffy
Board Members Lauren Bishop Jen Carpone Jiliian Andrews Liz
Spyrut Andy Saar Not Shown Cynthia Wilson Frank Choi
WBVR
tz
Orientation Planning Executive Committee Psi Chi
First Row Moira Meehan Colleen Waldron Shan Rothenherger
Routhier Rebecca Aukamp Suzanne Smith Wendy Gordon
Guillama Jaime Witherup Desirea Simpson Kathleen Bahin
Row Meghan Miller Chris King Janel Boyce John Wilson
Girone Diana Aleo Rachel Matkowski Denise Getz
Matkowski jude Ferraro Anianda KutzJenniferGarlen Heather
Karen Ebner
First Row Sinquetta Ancrum Maisha Brown Remi Ojumu Zyhkeya First Row Yun-Jung LeeJen Bach Sharon lanavalt TJ Tweddle
Wallace Angelina Hamilton Tonva Roberts Second Row Sasha Smith Miller Jodee Fortner Second Row Marsha Petty Advisor
Tynesha Drennan Kay Kalenga Rashida White Kiki WilliamsShareesa Stoner Allyson Scott Karla DeGraIft RuthDAnjou Sue Smith Lai
Frink Angela Iavis
First Row Melissa Thomas Kay Kalenga Kristin Ruddy Second Row
Jeff Ewing Maria Spinelli Angela McNeil Jess Wagner Third Row
Brian Watkins TJ Tweddle Bruce KellerShan RothenbergerJan Walbert
Jesse Schimmer Jac Cottrell
Black Awareness Society Beaver Christian Fellowship
Society of Castle Restoration Chorus
RowTricia Easterday Cat Kirschner Bonnie Redding Second
Gelman Mandy Kuti Kristen Serina Jes Zi.chrnan Third
Fanelli jenn Keys Martha LaTournes leather .indIev
ler Fourth Row Corrie Whitman Kelly Laughlin
Residence Hall Council
IeganSchook Chrkv Unger Jess Shurherg Gina Griffin
Debi Urban Second Row Chrissv St.kvo jen Dott
OConnor Fniilv Bergson-Shilrock Third Row
John Cryan Jill Yerger Shareesa Frink Rosernaric Dully
Row Eric Mongrain \Iarcic luBrow Toni
First Row Maria Spinelli Jenna Marques Allvson Girogio Bonnie
Redding Second Row Bob larrington Danielle Kozo Paul Woodruff
Danielle Giaime Cat Kirschner Laura Conely Maureen Taylor TJ
Tweddle Jen Bach Krissv Walck Sarah Flannigan Amy Hollander
Bobbie Thomas Advisor Bob Dinting Lyndsey Nagle Betsy
VanDerberg Alvssa Barrell Diane Dayton Chris Ubbens Carrie
Lehman MeganChildersChrissy Denzter NioleCifuni Maura Ritchie
\ancy Root Jen latoki Melissa \lisuik Kelly McCauley Kristen Sock
Student Alumni Association
Resident Assistants Thomas Diii
First Row Rachel Garnza Lisa Fiorenia Mamata Jakli
Row Gretchen Campbell Makha Brown Third Row
Leigh Daly Katv Roussu Cindy Morales
Resident Assistants Castle Kis tier
First Row Karen James Mirisa Kitsock Second Row Joe Stasen
Cohen \dldron Vickee Williams Third Row Angela Crouch Shan
Rothenberger Heather Balm Fourth Row Jesse Schimmer Rob Urenco
First Row Molly Reimer Alisa Aguado Maria Spmnelhi Second Row First Row Adam DcBaeke Ada Goldovsky Lana Gom
Kay Kalenga Sandy Jones Chris Squillaro Third Row Jay Sinclair Kassehohrn Katie Bricker Second Row lauy BrennanPKevin Sangster Toya Rucker Heather Goodman Kevin Hagan Jill \lontgomerv Priya Mehta Diana Aleo
Resident Assistants Heinz Knight The Log
AIBS
ASIA
Gospel Choir
Castleaires
Day Student Club
Education Club
French Club
International Club
Latino Association
Model UN
Neumann Club
PEERS
PRIDE
SGO
Rotoract
SEAC
JJ
Clubs and Organizations Not Pictured
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College is about learning Its about learning how to listen
how to speak how to think Learning who you are who your
friends are Its about learning whats really important to
you and learning what you really dont care about College
is about learning how to tolerate
how to accept how to like and
how to love Learning how to
give as well as recieve College is
about learning howto treat people
as people not as stereotypes Learning how to achieve how to
succeed how to accomplish College is about friendhsip and
making memories that will last lifetime Its about learning
how to miss people enough to not stick them in the past and
how to not miss them so much that it keeps you from moving
into the future Beaver College is about learing Learning how
to live
tz


Biology
Activities BAS Biology Club
Thanks Mom and Dad for pushing me along college
education was the best gift you could ever give love
you To April my other half it wouldnt have been the
same without you To Dee my sister look at us now
From the bottom of my heart thank you
English
Activities Baseball Career Services Center Assistant BASE
BASE
Kurt thanks for the trust and friendship that has made you my best
friend To Mom and Dad special thanks for all youve done and
sacrificed over the years Youve helped me to discover my true self
and the world before me To len Kelly Shelly Becky Chrissy Sara
and all of my other friends who stood by me through the bad times
and helped celebrate the good times Thanks for just being you
Quotes lt dream world Remember that within world of
opportunities are the lives of those less fortunate then ourselves
take what yOu need but give when you can
Early Childhood/Special Education
Activities BASE Literacy Corp
Special thanks to my family Jean Odesky Dr Ager
Hemmeter Andrea Teej third Kistler Dennys
Bronkos Egypt Louie Louies Maryland Six Flags
the bag man the adidas man Brian Mike Jack
Chuckie Diesel the D.J New Years Eve
Psychology/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities Pep Squad Yearbook SGO Representative SAA ALLY
Student Leadership Council
Thank you Mom and Dad Its difficult to explain how feel all the tim
will always be your Sweets To Gina Cheryl Vincent Brian and Thad
have supported me through these years Love You All To Chris anti
Denise without you the stress would have claimed me long ago will
never forget that and will always be grateful Eric and Colleen who
forget our wonderful Monday lab report meetings Priya and Lisa tha
for all the help youve given me Quote Enjoy these times...its the ti
your life thatlI never come again When its gone.. its gone.- ScotL
Star Trek TNG
9ideee adasn6 gheteôa Suzasuze 1dwno
9Jwuzi EF Wgton Diana fffwteaa Weo
ti Mom-lots of love and thanks Grams Pop-pop ove
mmate-it was fate ..never forget Michaelsdecorating
late nite talks procrastination my weak coffee JJ Tiki
.iair no more Schnapps our big kitty you drank beer
oud its not us its THEM Thanks always Jude-your
ays knew.. thank you for always being there youre my BF
ove know Im lucky Its my fault but Ive loved every
it DL-youre the best Tara-thanks for everything
jbs are the best Al -CA 3rd BF-thanks for the laugh
uways be your PT basically Thanks to everyone made it
1a share beginnings we share the end..
Psychology
Activities Soccer Psi Chi Honors Program Yearbook pyromaniac
To my family thanks for alt the love advice and patience you have
given me these past four years am so lucky to have family like ours
To my true friendsCorby Nina Jac Steve Andrea Ebbie Phil Matt
and Fiddle-thanks Curbs RhombusLagos 2/14/97 could not have
made it without your sense of humor Squirrels Pete and Bob my
endless source of entertainment Finally my very own gweek Garywe
failed How was Ito know one click could change my life Thank you
for being part of my life-I love you Quote Laughter is not at all bad
beginning for friendship and it is far the best ending for one
Oscar Wilde
Business Administration
To Mom and Dad- Thank you for everything especially for
always being there for me couldnt have done it without
you love you both To Bryan- Even though make fun of
you and tease you you really are cool brother Thanks for
everything To Donna Amy Jaime Don- What can say
Thanks for all of the memories Thanks for making these
four years the best of my life
Quote Time is relentless And as the past disappears
Were on the verge of all things new.. Billy Joel
ain Voeeee thu1e
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Psychology/Art Therapy
Activities Psi Chi Orientation Leader International Peer Mentor
One million thank vous to the
original 1994 Dilworth crew NO WWR MS JE AC
and the Goat Youve all made me laugh over the past four years love you Thank
you to all you other guys my suite mates my family MM KE and everyone else
who has been friend to me Remember..jn 20 years if all else is forgotten Ill still
have the infamous QUOTE BOOK NO And to think it all started with couple of
Zimas and me declaring you my drinking buddy Quotes No day is so bad it cant
be fixed with nap Snow live day at time Each day look for Kernel
of excitement In the morning say What is my exciting thing for the day Then
do the day Jordan
Doeo tpwwwiz
Graphic Design
Activities PBFC RDHC Yearbook
All my love and thanks go out to those friends who
school worth attending especially my original triple
beautiful freaks and the Dilworth crew Babino my
209 girls and the Queen of the Landing All those
laughed with me And finally to the graphics gang
kept me sane and to all the artists that didnt
better to be happy than wise
JCathteen ja1btieie Edüt 04gie thut fBadatwnenjj
Fine Arts/Painting
First and foremost would like to thank my roommate
friend Maura You have offered me unconditional love
and compassion throughout our years here Thank you
giving me few hours of your time each week so as to
back and forth to Ambler have truly enjoyed our phil
endeavors as well Last but not least thanks to Dave an
all those late nights Im afraid youve become habit
Quote The real voyage of discovery consists no
landscapes but in having new eyes Marcel
Jffi.
Psychology
Activities Psi Chi RA Secretary of the Class of 1998 PEERS
Thanks foremost to Mom and Dad for giving me the opportunity to
attend college for encouraging me and for making me who am
today Sis-youll always be my mail girl.Colleen Lisa and Marisa
May we always share gossip good TV nights Col youre big dork
Matt-voull always be my silver lining couldnt have made it
without you Thanks Jenand Tara for telling me to follow my heart
Karen-thanks for teaching me manners Shaun-l will miss you my
future SEAL Ricky-thanks for the love and support you have given
me the past years will always love you Thanks to Donn Shan
RI 97-98 and everyone else at Beaver who made my years so good
3aæe 3eathex Bcdiu
Diane Bancwft Süncna 3eoLL
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Biology
To my family thanks for all of your love and support Mom and
Dad really appreciate all the miles driven love you very much
Thank you for everything Therri thanks for being great friend and
roommate could always count on you to make me laugh Cheryl
thanks for all the calls to keep us up to date on the latest scoop
Youve been great friend Becky Im glad we became friends this
year Thanks for always listening even when you were trying to
study Chris despite your early departure from Beaver you have
become wicked friend Thanks for always listening and sharing
your wisdom Do you hear music Wayne thanks for the four wacky
crazy and fun-filled years at the print shop Ill miss the chaos
eawe fiJoqatud
Biology/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities AIBS
would like to thank my parents for their support in more than one
way as returned to school full-time Just think now Mom and Dad
Im getting closer and closer to moving out Quote Those only are
happy who have their minds fixed on some subject other than their
own happiness on the happiness of others on the improvement of
mankind even on some art or pursuitllowed not as means but as
itself an ideal end Aiming thus at something else they find happi
ness by the way
Jeathe iJofitt
Fine Arts/Metals and Jewelry
Activities Beaver Christian Fellowship SAA SADD
Orientation Leader Student Ambassador Phi Kappi
Special thanks to my wonderful parent my professors and
everyone that has pushed me to keep trying Jill my best frie
Melanie less Karen Jac Brad Jen Nicole July Bob Paula
Karen Aaron Alex Alexis and all tile people that helped
the way Quote heard once What doesnt kill you makesy
stronger well Im still alive so must be doing something
JCan4 113 oden
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Biology
Activities Yearbook Student Ambassador BASE Orientation Leader SPB
Special thanks to my Mom and Dad Youve always believed in me and have
helped me believe in myself couldnt have done it without all your love support
and encouragement To Noel- well little bro thanks for always being there for me
and making me laugh love you all so much To my roommates- Vicki Kristen
Debby Emily Kat Steph and Colleen thanks for all the crazy times Ill always
treasure the memories To Steve- the eighth roommate Im glad were such
good friends hope you know that Ill always be there for you To Shan- where
do begin Weve shared so much together All our long talks and laughs Your
fnendship means so much to me Dana and Danna- Our friendship started four
years ago but wont ever end want you both to know how much treasure our
friendships and that you can count on me for anything anytime
JJicædei3ottcnwt Boucæet
seene IJhe fun Eatticia iJtewuzn
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities SPB The Log
Morn Thanks for being my rock You are big inspiration in
my life love you miss you love you ffl my sista
my sista wouldnt want to be anyone elses twin love
you Heather Weve been through so much You are true
friend Thanks babe Good luck in PT school Elaine Got to
love those late night talks Youre da woman Mg Good
luck in PA school Thanks for being friend
Fine Arts/Interior Design
would like to thank my class mates Tiffany Emily Traci
Danna Michelle and Amy for putting up with me and
making class zany crazy and fun Mrs Callaghan and Ms
Alabilikian you have been great teachers and wonderful
inspirations and mentors Finally thanks Mom and Dad for
all your support and love Quotes will always talk with my
mouth full and pull my skirt up high If our reach does not
exceed out grasp then what is Heaven for
Psychology/Sociology
Activities BAS Psi Chi APA Minority Undergraduate Students of
Excellence
Through all my years here the psychology department has always
in all of my endeavors Thank you want to thank the Lord for givir
strength and ability to come this far want to thank my mother my ul
friend my brother and father for pushing so hard for me to finish schc
have been so giving so loving and so forgiving Thank you for youi
support Thank you Gerald for always being there when needed you
greatest gift of all our daughter Joleya Thank you Jennifer Ana
keeping me organized and keeping me on time Fidelle want you tc
cherish our friendship and will never forget all your help
JCatie 3tidk Vicoee iJdte
Business Administration/Psychology
Activities Track Cross-country
Special thanks to my supporting family Mom Dad Tob Dan and Can
sis youll always be my care bear Thanks to my suite mates who never
day go by without laughing- Robyn Alyson Dan Moira Jodie and Am
Thanks for showing me what true friends really are Special thanks to
who has given me more than she will ever know love you to pieces
gonna squeeze you until your head pops off Rob who could ask for
roommate and friend Youre the best Love ya lots Quote Lifes
your leam as you go sometimes you lead and sometimes you follow
worry about what you dont know Lifes dance you learn as you go
JJtegan iiJwdedc Ahown
atae iJwtwt qant te
Waqpze Camp8d
Aom Dad Joe and Pete for always being there and
.g me Wade its been hell of years and youve been
ifriend Heather thank you for being such good friend and
lening when needed you Elaine thank you for being the
you are and for putting up with me along with being my best
sen Ken Serge Alyson Amy Schimmer Pro and Joe you
and love you all Quote Vita vya panzi furaha
Swahili phrase Every new beginning come from
eglnnings end
Psychology
want to thank my mom and dad for always having confidence in me and never
giving up hope They always supported everything did or wanted to do and
really appreciate that love you both did it Quote To laugh often and love
much to win the respect of intelligent persons and the affection of children to
earn the approbation of honest critics and to endure the betrayal of false
friends to appreciate beauty to find the best in others to give of ones self to
leave the worid bit better whether by healthy child garden patch or
redeemed social condition to have played and laughed with enthusiasm and
sung with exultation to know that even one life has breathed easier because
you have lived this is to have succeeded Ralph Waldo Emerson
Video Communications
Activities WBVR Music Director
Thanks to my family Props to all my friends Special thanks
to Joe-youre friend Terry the malingerer Ben SugarRay
Wolfgang the Little Japanese man Jimichonga 1K Michael
J.-youre rockster Eric May the Force be with You
Regenye Faft and Dr Deshpande opinions are like..
Quote The road is always more than interesting but less
than tolerable
Psychobiology
Activities SPB SGO WBVR Mens Tennis Orientation
Special thanks should be given to my parents for putting me
school and putting up with my shananigans Also thanks to
roommate Nate Dawg Ode for not killing me even though
and for loaning me toothpaste shampoo and other stuff and
Thanks to Doc Blustein for his help with various projects and
Vomachka for making me expand what thought were my lim
studying two days before test Thanks to everyone else ki
has put up with some of my craziness-there are lot of youl
Quote dont suffer from insanity enjoy every minute of it
bumper sticker Proverbs 327
JCkntee iJt Cat Shevq CAae
ancio CAci awfue CFviotian
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bPB Commuter Assistant DSC officer
rtantly special thanks to my Mom and Ed- without
you never would have made it through all years
to my roommate Jaime the best anyone could
also like to thank Donna Debbie and Amy it
have been the same without you Finally to all my
ds- thanks for everything Quotes If you cant
loing it its not worth doing Save tree. .eat
annk Cüuwü
owwclementary Education
Theerleading SPB Community Service America Reads
i.eeds Middle School Volunteer
ad thanks for being there and helping me through everything
always be my hereo David youre the wind beneath my wings
icky Joey Jimmy Kim and Aunt Re youre the best family ever
manda youll always be my babies Bob my heart is yours
na you are my forever friend Andrea thanks for being the best
md fnend Ken your friendship means so much Paul you truly are
canng giant Danielle knowing youre in my life puts smile on my
fl my heart Debbie your friendship is priceless To the Dance Team
teachers you make my life fun and youre friendships are
Christina we have bond that goes beyond being cousins
Biology/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities SPB Orientation Leader BASE Yearbook Student
Ambassador SADD Tutor Literacy Corp
would like to thank my sister Heather and my parents for their love
and support could never have done it without them want to
thank Mike and Karla for putting up with me throughout our senior
thesis we did it And last but definitely not least would like to
thank all of my friends especially Jen PITA Kurt Boxer Boy
Don Kramer Terry Turd Lisa Knapper and Karla Its been
long years but we survived Quotes Its all about your mother
Its all good
Sneetp.put C1uotzfth
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Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities Reading counseling and walking
For my husband and family thank you for your love
patience and helpfulness during my years in college
know it has not been easy but youve stood by me
faithfully love and appreciate you so much To my staff
at GEC thank you for your understanding and help
Quote can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me Philippians 413
Biology
Activities Biology tutor Zoology Teaching Assistant
special thank you to Dr Archie Vomachka who gave
me opportunity guidance and friendship not to
mention the occasional kick in the pants Quote If
when you wake up theres Grizzly snout poking
under the wall of the tent remember You dont have to
out run the bear You just have to outrun your camping
partner
amc
fiutt eneon
y/Pre-PhysiCal Therapy
you to
all of my friend both here and at home-I would have
ome out of college sane without you ess-thank you
for all of
tat times weve shared and the long Michaels
talks All of my
sates-thanks for helping me procrastinate Joe-youre
the best
Ise can say And thank you to my family for all of your
rt Quote Draw crazy picture write nutty poem sing
se-grumble song whistle through your comb
Do loonly
dance cross the kitchen floor put something in the world
that
een there before Shel Silverstein
and Daddy would never be where am without you Thank
all for
your sacrifices
and support love you Mario Paul
ette Erin Alli and Victoria Thank you youre the best April the
ears have been the best Thank you for everything and all you
me All of my other family and friend Thank you To God
your for everything you have given me Brian thanks
for being my
and my best friend love you always and forever
Smile it will take you through the disasters of the day
er we survive makes us stronger
Fine Arts Interior Design
Thank you Donna Megan Traci Michelle Emily and
Amy for making Interior Design class fun Good luck
to all of you love you guys special thanks to my
family and fiance for all of their support throughout
these four years could not have done it with out
them Quotes ooo-o want that Animal prints
rule
Sfwtxi eoc Siffaiw Paiqe Cope
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Graphic Design
Activities OPEC OL Student Ambassador Program Coordinator Study
Abroad Program-County Clare Ireland Freshman Seminar Peer Mentor
Thanks \lorn and Dad for doing all you could to make my dreams possible
wouldnt be where am today without your support Justin keep up the good
work Jeff and Jan the two of you helped make Beaver my home Steve youre
going to be Dad Always the best roommate Heather may you find the
things to be happy Tricia thanks for all your support There were many
times
when you knew what was best for me Ill always believe
in you The Graphics
Crew...Jen youll be the Design Queen Brian hope theres room for us
both at
the top.. Paul Bob Dole Wade design hard AmyVREEDOM Brad...one word
COLLEGE
Business Administration
Activities Gold Team PAC championship 1996 Study Abroad Program-
Australia Fall 1996 London Fall 1997
Special Thanks Mom and Dad Lisa Marsey 3rd North Heinz 94 and 95
Dave Wade Keagy Mon Shoalin Monks Edge Hill Posse Dr Morra Mirko
Voting Board Members Jeff Xerx Bill Ben and Serge the Costellos
and all beautiful people in my life Quote One moment found myself in
new place next moment learned about new face one minute later stepped
out on new land another minute looked over the sea from the sand In one
moment Ive learned so much the inside of my moments cannot be touched
But the moment has come to say goodbye Ill see you on top of the mountain so
me
Elementary Education/Early Childhood
Activities Womens Soccer WBVR
Special thanks to my family maggie crystal holly jesse shirley boom
hillman lauren GOLNAR johanna nicole-salmonass rem-ill-ken emiljo
all my soccer girls gretchen dan robyn my coaches- goon michael and
amy bob 3rd north mike tammy gary cod nco kenny koenig keJ
monica marcus paulie the snelts and my bench love all of yous who cried
with me and laughed with me Keep in touch or ill punch you in the face
Quotes Be true to yourself and you will never fall Beastie Boys It isal-d
with the heart that one can see rightly what is essential is invisible to the eyes
You had time ani
Joflit CoWcdL
1ouatd Cteiqfltou
hildhood/Elementary Education
les Student Alumni Association
thanks to my mother Tyrone and Tony
to Kris and Kim for the food and candy
Climb
every mountain
Psychology
Activities PEERs Educator
Thanks and love to my family wouldnt have made it
without their support Thanks to the two best room
mates anyone could ask for Brian and Kristine Also
thank you to Fran you have made college real
growing experience for me Quote An expert in
anything was once beginner
Psychology
Activities SAA Student worker Alumni Office International Club
International Peer Mentor DOC Host Volunteer at North Hills Student
Leadership Council Senior Year Practicum at Childrens Hospital in
Philadelphia CHOP
never could have made it to where am today without the support of my
family and friends would like to thank my mom dad Sonny and my
grandparents for believing in me big thanks to all my friends old and new
Tina Sue and Jen never forget the coronary artery Julie Stephanie Priya and
Heather thanks for all to late nights hanging out drinking Jason Jen and my
cousin Lisa thanks for keeping me sane and for helping me through bad times
Thanks to the Beaver staff who made my experience here valuable one
ecifeti iJtoixa wnh
Ms/English
Womens Soccer OL Freshman Seminar Mentor Dilworth Hall
SADD Choral Ensemble Castleaires RHC SCO Make up artist and
various Beaver College Productions
Ouve helped me achieve all my dreams Youre my Hero love you
..
can say Rita and Inky-I cant begin to thank you enough for all
.youre my inspiration Family couldnt have done this without
ve you all very much My Bradley crazy hair-I love you Dana
great friendship.Cat Handicap parking space Em parallel
Clooney PB all my stories DG can my boyfriend sleep
..e intro David Clista For all Ive learned and
Diane for caring and showing me the way Deane my best friend
wne1a 9iauio Diane Eateth 9iaqtcn
Biology
Activities Beaver Christian Fellowship Lacrosse
Special Thanks give thanks to the Lord for he is good his
love endures forever Psalm 107fl Quotes But you will
receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you and you
will be my witness in Jerusalem and in all Judea and
Samaria and to the ends of the earth Acts 18 am not
ashamed of the gospel because it is the power of God for the
salvation of everyone who believes.. Romans 116
Political Science
Activities Baseball Beaver College Events Staff
would like to thank my parents family friends
teammates coaches and teachers for making my four
years at Beaver College very enjoyable
JCwda eqtaft ci DeünLet
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Early ChildhoodlElementasy Education
Activities Education aub SAA North Hills Tutonng EEC Tutor Inter libraiy
Loan Student Assistant
want to thank my mom dad and brother for all their support and encouragement
throughout my years at Beaver couldnt have done it without them want to
thank my fiance Christopher who was always there for me during my years here
and will continue to be there for me in our life together will remember Carrie and
Kathy who helped make my college experience special Best of luck Tern and
Virginia Thanks for all your help Congratulations Cindy on both events My
senior year wouldnt have been the same without you Good Luck with everything
Jami enjoyed living with you this year and being your secretary Never stop
smiling Good Luck to you and Todd as you finish at Beaver
La Dinliiw IRaffacee oswtht
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Psychology/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities SPB SGO Vice-president of Class of 1998 Womens
Soccer Team Orientation Leader Student Ambassador Senior
Class Challenge Captain
Special thanks to my family Mom Dad Tricia Jenni Gina
Rosemarie Angetina Lara and of course Chelsea-I couldnt have
done it without your support You all mean the world to me Thank
you Quote What is popular is not always what is right what is right
is not always what is popular
Psychology/Pit-Physical Therapy
Special thanks Mom and Dad yoti have sacrificed so much for me You
loved supported and given me everything you could Im grateful and lo
you guys so much Roger love you so much You have given me molt
could have asked for You changed the way took at the world You
Will
always hold the biggest part of my heart Iuv you Steph Thanx for the
PhiIly experience Youre true friend trust with everything Jamel
the
brother never had can always count on you to tell me things the wa
are Corhv when it comes down to it we know that we will always be
ei
each other Jaciue wont forget our crazy times in London will aIwaYl
here for you Nina Im looking forward to more late nights with you TIia
much to all you guys for putting up with me when was in my study mc
Just remember If You Cant Be Good Be Careful
iVtegattfDove iWcfzete rza
JIaten Vewnica Suet Je4 uww
Jacqueeyn Atidkee etznd
Special Education
eerves more thanks than my parents Youve given me love
and an education love you guys so much Steph youll never know
you
are to be around love yOU Kelly Thank you for
will always be here to listen to you Love You Nina thanks so
.ove You and will always be here for you Corby had so much fun
hope you do great in life and remember to be happy Ray who
thought the guy with Great facial structure would be my
cant thank you enough being there for me and making me laugh
be here for you love you RH always take one thing at time
with teaching EH Come on Eileen thanks for everything Steve
and family wish you the best of luck with everything in the future
eI
Administration
om Dad and Toby for giving me support and encourage
ighout my life You have always stood by me through my
and
accomplishments with school Nancy know this may
culous but who am going to watch ER with now Your
great friend Thanks for putting up with my airheadness
my fellow Victoria Secret Wearing -h Thanks for being
good friend Adam thanks for putting up with me throughout
career...the complaining crying and stressing You mean
to me Thanks for being here for me
Psychobiology
Activities Baseball
vant to thank my family especially my parents because without them
wouldnt be here at Beaver Also for all of their hard-work and sacrifice they
did to make me into the person am today want to thank all of my friends
for all of the memories and all of the good times we had making them want
to say thanks to the baseball team Ill never forget you guys And most
importantly want to thank Jess She is the most important person in my life
We have something very special and nothing will ever change that You are
my everything and love you
Biology
Thanks to my family for their support and patience
especially my Dad and twin sister Susie To my good
friends Gina Krissy Bobby Mike Cubby Cindy JB
Kenz and Rods thanks and good luck with every
thing Hugs and kisses to my little niece Cassy-I Love
You Bunny Quote Can have pencil
Jude evtwuL
Stepl7uuzie iwthw
Suoanna joxjw
Psychology
Special thanks to my family and friends especially my
Dad my twin sisterStephie little Cassyhi Bunny
To the GZA Skinny Sticks and Pookieyou all have
been great Lastly thank you Danny for everythingI
Love You Good luck class of 98 Quotes .. dont
want us to ever end.. Keep Smiling
Joanne ic1ex
Cætioline udaJCaa iohe
tslGraphics Design
to all of those who said that could when believed
ot and to my family for their constant support and
gement Grammywhen all else failed knew you
ith me thank you wherever you are Most of all thank
he two people who made it all possible-Mom and Dad
An artist has to have high conception not of what he
but of what he may do one day without that there is
it in working Edgar Degas
loy/Sociology
like to thank my parents for believing in me and without
not be where am today You have given me so much
support even for the most trivial things inlife Thank you so
love you both more than you know To my sister Chris for
tanding me like no one else ever could To Tina and Sue you
the best Thanks for all the laughs and crazy times weve
Er the years will never forget you guys Diane you are the
you all Quotes All roads in life lead nowhere so
ght as well take the road that has the most heart and is the
IflUKeep your eyes on the stars and your feet on the
JVicoe abe acüz
qau eathe ça
English
Activities The Tower
Special thanks to my parents Jay and Chris for their
financial and moral support Also special thanks to
my boyfriend Michael for all his love and moral
support couldnt have done it without all of you
Interior Design
SPB Yearbook BCF SCR SA BASE IDC Lacrosse
Thanks Dad and Mom for all your support and encouragement Kurt and
Michele thanks for putting up with me Jake thanks for helping me thmu
the tough times love you all so much To my roommates Kristen Vick
Shan Emily Steph Cat Col and Steve thanks for all the great times BY
gang-Stand for I-tim My interior buds-you are my family away from hon
When you have sec ILY Last hut not least Dana and Patty what caail
you guv were the first people met here cant believe Ive only knownyc
kr tour ears It feels life forever-I love you guys Quote If you dont like
something change it If you cant change it change the way you think abou
it
Psychology/Sociology
Activities Psi Chi Ally Equestrian Team Residence Hall Council
To my Lord and Savior who carried me many times over the last four
when thought would not make it The biggest thanks goes to Chris
totl
library we will go forever To Diana who ilwivs knew how to lift my
even after Social Theory helped me understand the true meaning of faithj
made me laugh at myself the Queen of Gullibility will get that rabbit
and George the breaks from college the snacks and your support wei
greatly supported Yes have changed Mammy Spohn have made it
your love and support helped Thanks goes to all the people who
have neal
me grow as person Special thanks for confidence boost when needed go
Dr Peters Dr Church and Dr Blustein bucky the beaver
JVICOli qawu Danna 1L qeeinan
Samantha jets4aitd DenLeqetz
rdiscip1inary Science/Pre-Optometry
cia thanks to Mom Dad and Rajan for your love
support
Photography/English
Special thanks to my father as both best friend and mentor you mean more to
me than words can say To my mother for your endless love and support
youre wonderful mother and friend To Con for how youve shown me you
cared love you To Norm for the times you were there to listen To Dylan
for being wonderful brother thanks for making me smile To Lome for
being there when needed you thanks for the many memories to cherish To
Chris for entering place in my heart where no one else has gone love you
Quote As child one has the time for such pastimes as sunlight on water or
the weave of the porch screen and the openings and closings of those doors
wish to never outgrow that leisure Photographer Emmet Gowin
thua æaqd Jawaçeeeoon
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Math Education
Activities SADD Yearbook Hillel Tutor and manager of the Math Lab Print
Shop Admissions student worker
want to thank
everyone who made my years at Beaver memorable Thanks to
all in the Math Department who helped me decide what want to do with hc
rest of my Ilic Thanks to Wayne Force in the lrint Shop and all in Admissions
%vho let me earn money vhile having fun along the va\ Thanks to my
roommate Leah who made my senior year the best ever Thanks to my \lom
Bill and Niki who supported me in every thing Thanks to Anne by best friend in
the world couldnt have done it without you And very special thank you
to Paul the love of my life who was there for me Meeting you is the best thing
that ever happened to me love you very much now and forever
Psychology
Activities Psi Chi Aids Walk
Many thanks to those who believed when doubted
Quote Two roads diverged in yellow wood...And
that has made all the difference
Robert Frost
Psychobiology/Pre-Physical Therapy Spanish
would like to thank my mom Leonor Urbay for all her love and support
couldnt have made it without you Love You Thank you to all my familyW
fnends who put up with me over the years-you know who you are would
to acknowledge the guidance of my professors at Beaver especially DrS
Heam Klein and Vomachka Last but certainly not least thank you toMat
Evans You have shared the good and bad times with me and through it all
have been there to support me This is just the beginning Quote Each fI
represents world in us world possibly not born until they arrive and
it IS
only by this meeting that new world is born Nm
Lana wna gan
çothu
Jka quiwna
ss Administration
SGO Orientation Leader
ant to extend special thanks to my parents Without them my college
ice would not have been possible would also like to thank study
tor making my expenence abroad an unforgettable one To Mike
and fellow audio-visual employees thanks for making work study
jUst work Its been fun This last year has been great especially
had six awesome suite mates to share it with You guys are the
wish you all of the best in life Last but not least thank you Dave
by my side throughout it all It means lot Quote To believe is to
at every day is new beginning It is to trust that miracles happen and
do come true
orate Communication
Ities Beaver College Tennis Team Skiing
Cs and Travel
lal thanks to Uncle Jack Fran Pollock Coach
McGovern my Mom and Sue Without their
rt couldve never come this far Thanks also to
ia Del Rio Ed Milke and Dr Lisa Holderman
uBeaver College has enabled me to open my
and see whole new world
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities Education Club Equestrian Team OL SPB
Mom thank you for helping me with everything couldnt have done it without
you you are truly an angel in my life love you and to Jim thanks for your
endless support 1.arissa we have shared so much thank you for giving me
your friendship it means the world love you Stef dont forget these years
thanks for making them so special Avidon thank you for being wonderful
part of my world love you Kate news flash Alan and Annie arent real
Jacquie-come on Eileen we sharing classroom right Cat am going
to ...wanna go To the girls of room 206 Cat Col Stef Danna Dana and
Patty you have made my senior year unforgettable thank you love you
guys Quote Where ever you may be it is your friends that make your world
Early Childhood/EtementaryEducation Education
ActivitiesEducation Club
Special Thanks To those Consultants past and present to whom could vent
my frustrations and who helped me keep my sanity To Franklin for always
being excited to come visit no matter how often To the rest of the family for
the letters care packages and even the bills that made my mailbox feel
loved To my friends from home who have stood by me while fought through
college in years...l promise to be there for you as you finish the fight To
John youve done more for me than you can ever imagine and cant imagine
what it would have been like without your help hope can do as much for
you love you Quotes Tell child he got right not 99 wrong -unknown
no doubt deserved my enemies but dont believe deserved my friends
Walt Whitman
o_
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PrintmakinglConc in Art Therapy
Activities Softball
Special Thanks My mom and my family for their never-ending support and
love My friends Threadface youre so money Karen Peith Megan and
the rest of A-4 and St Joes Jamie Lisa Sonja Lauren Sock Ill Na Nam
Sneltz Crystal Glamour Gui Jess Emily Johanna Mike Ken Lisa Joy
LilJen Jeff Vat My Twins Danie the punk Freshman Jow Golnar happy
to have known people like you anyone who put up with me all art students
kept me working all the supportive softball players.Kara and Maggy
appreciate laughing fighting crying or just talking with anyone around here
whatever it was thank you And to thanks to all the teachers that made me
thjpk and worknow lets see how far go
ewu
iienioe Jodjoon
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities Field Hockey Lacrosse Education Club
Thank you to all of the friends have made at Beaver for
making my college experience memorable special thanks to
my roommates love you all and wish you the best of luck in
the future Thank you to my family and Bill for being so support
ive in my life love you Quote Friendship is the hardest
thing to explain Its not something you learn in school But if
you havent learned the meaning of friendship you really
havent learned anything
iaJalidao
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities SAA
Thanks my lamily br their love and support Your encouragement and
understanding has given me the strength to succeed love you guys Thanks
JT for being there and listening Youre my best friend Love Ya To Tricia
thanks for all the great laughs and place to crash Beth thanks for being the
calm and normal one in the group Shannon thanks for letting me come into
your room while OU were studying so that could complain about my
problems Bonnie just cant put into words how grateful am just to know
you Mandy thanks for going with me to lunch and all the great conversa
tions Shelly my roommate what can say thanks for an interesting last year
at Beaver
uad o8qn wnp
-minor sociology
.acrosSe RHC
ike to thank all my friends at Beaver Renee Denise Ilene Lynette
t.es Jeanne Barb Steph and Apnl will never forget you guys Its
you guys that these past four years have been so great Renee my
that laugh will always be in my head-remember We are one of
Denise you know love to hate you-your like sister Dont forget the
always need to scoop dont know how would have survived
ill of you Alicia and Steph too To my family- you all know how much
fl me-I love you all so much Mom and Dad thanks for everything
it have done it without you Just think this is only the beginning
JCaw
Oclology
1A NASPA Fellow Student Ambassador OPEC Orientation
h0 AssocIatIon Tour Guide
1-i amo How can ever thank you for all youve done for me
grazie Youre the dving force in my life...Youre the Queen of
gave me strength to go on Boyz Men appreciate all that
md continue to do for me Youll never know how much love
uink you for all the pep talks and for listening love you Sundae
I9flant and tutto il resto grazie thanks for the late night talks.To
need to name gli amici Ti voglio bene-My friends love you
jeSterday is the past Tomorrow is the future But today is gift
ls call the present Family Circle Do all you can in the short
thf we have
BioIoyfPre-Physical Therapy
Activities SPB The Log Editor 1998 Study Abroad Program-Australia Honors Program
Special thanks and all my love to my Mom who has been and will forever be my inspiration to
my sister lauren and to the ro-t of my family for their love and support Er -thank you for
always being there No matter where the future take- us you will always be in my heart Jill and
Kate-how can three girls have so many men problems Thanks for helping me get through this
past year...I love you guys John -my study partner thanks for always making me smile Krissy
You are
reat
friend Thanks for always listening and never judging Nicok- you know you
ghetto if.. Beaver just isnt the same without you Em
-my partner in crime in Oz miss you
When are we going back HO SW NE -the experience wouldnt have been the same without
you To my Mercantile Mate -umm hmmm Thanks for givng me more than you will ever
understand wish things were different. Always remember the dolphins To KG IM EF MR
MB SR and AS -thanks for makine the mat four years so ereat
Biology
Activities Society for Castle Restoration Beaver International
Friendship Student Ambassador SADD International Club
Special Thanks My wonderful roommates Julie-Ann Manda Dyani
Carrie Sandy and Martha The two people that wish were my
roommates Gretchen and Marquel as well as Mr Joseph and all the
great people in financial aid To everyone else who has crossed my
path Thanks to you too Andrea and Lisa thanks for being there
Thanks and love to my parents for helping me do this
Quote Why Organic Chemistry WHY
Sociology/Theater Arts/English
Activities Community Service Orientation Leader Little Theater
Productions Patio Pastorale La Belle Soeurs Two Precious Maidens
Ridiculed
Thanks my parents for getting me here wouldnt be who am without
my brother and sister for being incredible people Alyson for years of flj
Beaver living Nik for all the craziness Dr Peters my theater clan my
sweetmates and last but never least Wade for giving me what only
thought existed in fairy tales love you all Memories Ireland 1996 Eu
97 with Wade and Ron last minute road trips with Al All the camping
could ask for Quote And though you want to last forever ou know yc
never will And the good-bye makes the journey harder still
Sociology/Pre-Med
Activities American Chemical Society tennis
running cooking
Special thanks To my mother and father and Dr
Margaret Aranda Quote Common sense isnt that
common
eathe Jaeiu thn eaq
JCey qiebete JCæawwn
.1
gy/Pre-Med
les American Chemical Society tennis
dancing shopping
thanks To my family especially my father and
They have made me the happiest person in the
owe them everything have and all that am
Life is like ladder but bet Ill beat you to
iVatae JCzwam Cfipfze
attic JCipp
Psychobiology
Activities Equestrian Team
would like to thank my parents for all their love and
support the past four years couldnt have done it
without you Monica thanks for being such great sister
LOVE YOU ALL Gillian thanks for being the best
friend Ive ever had Angie couldnt have survived the
last years without you And thanks to the rest of my
friends for all their help and support along the way
Biology/Pre-Physician Assistant
Activities ASIA ABS International Club Study Abroad Pro
Australia
Id like to thank dearly Dr Mvr Jacobsohn in addition to all
Biology faculty for being an advisor mentor teacher and
friend Jan Finn and Chris Hennessy for making Australia sp
place in my heart Quote Even if Forrest Gump said Life is lii
box of chocolates life is still what we make it
Psychology/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities Psi Chi 1998 Class Treasurer Audio
Visual Dept
would like to thank Mom and Dad Cade Mike
and Dr Blustein appreciate all youve done for n1
iVica aecL Cdeote au
Jwn Wiliian eitze
Administratiofl/EconomiCS
Students in Free Enterprise San Jose State Business Policy
jncerelv thank my parents and my grandmothers for all the love and
have given Katie thanks for always keeping my head on straight
whole world to me Thanks to all those on 3N kinz for making
home as freshman and staving my friends over the years To the crew
46er thanks for keeping me laughing We had and will have some
Finally thanks to all the faculty and staff especially Dr Morra and
who have been great help and resource the last \ears and to
the Quote In the middle of this road we call our life found myself
with no clear oath throuh Dante Alighiere Inferno
Science
Harvard National Model United Nations Conference Boston
ternational Model United Nations Conference Brussels
Studied Abroad Program-Austria
ould like to thank God for giving me all that as needed to get to
tm my life and ill points hereafter would also like to thank my
mom in particular for always being there for me since my birthMom Lastly would like to thank all my professors at Beaver
ng to prepare me for the world that lies ahead.Quote Now that
fend of my undergraduate career here at Beaver think can
have transcended mediocrity
Psychology
optima dies....prima fugit am ridiculous man Nowadays they call me mad
have lived on the lip of insanity wanting to know reasons knocking on door It
opens Ive been knocking from the inside Looks like what drives me crazy
Dont have no effect on you-But Im gonna keep on at it Till it drives you crazy
too Blank pages filled are my loneliness blood You cant look for love when she
is gone forever you must trust the pain Love is dirty trick played on us Life
evening finally comes unlatch the door and quietly await the one who greets
me in my dreams Dont believe what your eyes are telling you All they show is
limitation Look with understanding Thanks to all who helped and
MDURGPSNALERKSLMYBCW To friends that became teachers and teachers
that became friends To evervthine that wasnt so that all could be Life
Accounting
Activities Tutor at EEC B.A.S.E SAA SPB
Special Thanks To Shelly Jen and Kelly you guys have always been
there whenever needed you and Ill never forget it To Don weve
been best friends for
years
and well always be friends For my
parents thank you for your love and support and everything else you
have given me which is just about everything To Kelly you are very
special person to me you have always loved and supported me and
will love you forever Quote Never give up no matter how hard
things get Dont surrender to our fears face them
9icwid epc4a adwu At
ewdiu uca 3Cut uddece
Business Administration with concentration in Management
Activities Equestrian Team alter school homework assistance pr
Tennis
very speaal thanks goes to my Mom and Dad for all of their var
of support and for shaping me into the person that am today
brothers Ray Lar and Tommy and my sister Eileen for Lr...c
whenever needed hand Also debt of gratitude is owed to
keeping me on the right track People at Beaver want to thank are
th
Abroad staff Wayne Morra and Career Services just for being nia
Denise thanks for all that you gave me half of which Ill probable
realize My suitemates Lenny Serge Wade John Ben and Ian S.
one of you Quote Usiwe choyo bwana jaza puku puku
nhrase
anw VtacWtet
Health AdministrationlPre-Physical Therapy
Activities Senior Class Challenge Co-Chair
Special Thanks Mom Dad and Ree couldnt have gone thr
this without you Thanks for the love confidence and unend1
support Aler You are everything to me Michael thanks for the
night hours of venting and unconditional love and support You
the best To my friends the memories are priceless You will
have special place in my mind and heart Thanks for the goo
and good luck in pursuing your dreams
wga Mandia JCeuài Aa
114
Psychology/Photography
Activities Orientation Leader Study Abroad Program-Australia Center for
Education Abroad Tour Guide SPB Beaver International Friendship
Student Amabassador Art Guild Community Service Volunteer
Thanks Mom and Dad for helping me out with live years at Beaver and two
majors You helped me through good times and bad and supplied me with
cash and home-cooked food when needed it Thanks to my great friends
Susan Susan Lisa Kelly Deb Chad Tug Indira friends from work
and bowling-you are all GREAT special thanks to all the people met in
Australia who made me feel so welcome-I miss you guys Thanks to everyone
here at Beaver that made my days here memorable Quotes NO WORRIES
GDAY GOODONYA
Vicoe iItwttüi Recca Suoatuw iJlcvttin
CIIth tine iIatqiwwo ii
Psychology
Activities Psi Chi Vice-President student worker in the
Admissions office Psychology Department and
Business Office
am thankful to have worked with such wonderful staff
and faculty They are friendly and positive people who
made me feel right at home Quotes Everything hap
pens for reason Just be
euAtaoey alza6taoia 5eteoa J1athowolU
Psychology/Sociology
Activities Psi Chi President Student Worker-Admissions Caj
Services Psychology Department
Special thanks to my parents Without them would never have
gotten the experience to be who am and succeed without thir
support and love To ni twin sister who is the wind beneatl
wings my friends who Ive share many adventures laughs
times with and the wonderful staff people that were my Bea
family Quote On my way home remember only good da
Enya
Racfiee Vathowi Denqe Vtatte
.y
Childhood/Special Education
vities SIB BASE SAA Cheerleading SADD
nt to thank my parents for being so understanding
my sister and brother for just being there also
it to thank my friends you know who you are for
sing me keep myself on the right track love you
uotes Smiles are contagious Life is nothing
tout friends and family
tology/Education
ities Student Government Organization SADD
ftion Club
all would like to thank my parents for without them
not be where am today truly appreciate the countless
Ices they have made in order to provide me with the best
family for always being generous and supportive And
Ive enjoyed the times weve shared and the
weve made Together weve grown and made the
college exoerience
Biology
would like to thank all of my professors for challeng
ing me to think independently also thank them for
instilling in me sense of accomplishment and confi
dence Quote Friends are what makes everything in
life possible
qnn Jaqe4 Cwzuuzde
Deniôe AtcCaiq JtcCw4
Biology
Activities Field Hockey Basketball Lacrosse
Morn my college years were full of many precious moments Dad your little
princess has finally done it love you both Wendv..who would have thought
wed last vrs From freshmen to sophomores we spent junior year hiding
from the shadow at St Joes ending up seniors in the rom Alyson my
friend-or should say twin vclI never lose touch Slicker our knowledge
elder do you have any info to help me adjust to the real world Memories are
tX numerous to count cant believe theres no more Thrilla and we passed
up free pizza and rides in the radio flyer leave you with one final
question...What holds more beer...Megs pants or her coat
Graphic Design
must thank my roommates Brad Jac Sean and Steve my outstanding
teachers thanks for giving so generously of yourselves Brian words can not
describe how you have challenged and encouraged me Johanna whatever
you do wherever you go just hold on to Jesus Residence Life Staff 1996-97
thanks for all of the great memories Mom and Dad thanks for giving so
much love you Beth Ive missed you know that love you and will be
there when you need me Thank you to all whove helped me become who
am and who will be Quote Now to Him who is able to do immeasurable
more than we could ever ask or imagine according to the power that works
within us to Him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus through all genera-
tions forever and ever Amen Ephesians 320-21
Psychology/Business
Activities Orientation Leader Student Government Psi Chi
Thanks to my family for support To the faculty and my advisor-Barbara
Nodine-for their guidance and knowledge To Michael Locicero of the
Instructional Media Services office for being nice and giving me sucha gaO
job To the Center for Education Abroad for giving me the best expeneflc
studying abroad To Steve-for being understanding Thanks to the aWeSO
friends Ive made here especially those from 3rd Heinz-you know whO
are9Youve been here for me in good times and bad lifted my spirits and
given me memories Ill never forget wish you all the best of luck in
everything you do and love you always Special love to my suite mateS
Quote We laughed until we had to ciy We loved right down tothe last
goodbye We were the best think well ever be Cynthia Well
Aeau tcComk1 euAceuli
33iw iVtcJulie Aca Aæan
uter Science
Lies Tennis Roller Skating Computer Troubleshoot
irfing the Internet Playing Guitar
Thanks Dr Weiner Quote Corinthians 134-7 Love is
love is kind It does not envy it does not boast it is not
It is not rude it is not self-seeking it is not easily
it keeps no record of wrongs Love does not delight in
.t rejoices with the truth It always protects always trusts
hopes always persevers
ties BCF
Come close to God and He vill come close to
James 48
Psychology
Activities Psi Chi
Special Thanks to Mom Dad Dadd and most of all
Matt
1tz
quanxn Ai i3wtt iItiIuu
Psychology
Activities Softball Orientation Leader Vaulting Schlitz drinking
Thanks Mom and Dad your inspiration support sacrifices and love have
helped me become all that am today Ill always be your little Princess Lou
my brother hero and best friend thanks for the knowledge and advice youve
given me My homegirls Friendships like ours are rare and beautiful thing
love you girls Andrea Thanks for alvavs being thcre \ly unforgettable
roommates Through all our ups and downs we always managed to laugh
Corhv weve shared many secret Amy youve shared my insomnia humor
and appetite Jacquie our friendship began with pluck and has continued to
grow Kelly there will a1vavs be vcatcr in my closet for you Melissa Bob
lite Ray lhil Squirrels Courtney and Sherrie Thanks br the memories
Political Science
Activities Concert Chorus Performance Study voice
Without my family wouldnt havebeen able to finish schocd
IoDr.Jc
Thompson vithout your flexibility and support never woujd
finished To nw little angel Marisa thanks for being such light in
life List hut not least my eternal rock the love of my life my husb
\lichael love you so dearly and without your constant patience
typing skills my work would never have gotten done love you all
much and this degree is not only reflection of myself but aJ
reflection of all of your love and support Thank you
Interdisciplinary Science/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities Mens Soccer
Thanks my parents for having me and encouraging me to do my best Th1
to my best friend biggest supporter and love of my life Rachelle and Etha
ac and Brad two individuals who contain
unique combination of gene
material Bran great comrade good luck with the wedding Sean them
intense athlete and friend lattv dear friend who knew my schedule be
than did Jacquie and Am two friends Ill always remember Jill KeIly
Mo and Missy The cutest group of girls Blanche the queen of herbal
remedies beggies and skrod Thanks to great occcr team for memo
season Good luck in future seasons Quotes Djbouti Rules Have Faith
and Enjoy your Gift of Life
jVüza Jtuwaee fwe CoccatlaJtontwzqe
Càdy 4tca1e Sten JJftoqe
logy/Pre-Physical Therapy
ts Class President Psi Chi SCO Student Leadership Council
Affairs Committee Orientation Leader OPEC SADD Peer Mentor
Jss-triendship tloating tents toconos Mickev-\l K-Neon
food music Fresh Scm encouragement Jan-guidance and
eff-leadership stutf Susi-Psych labs MOCK DATA Diana
me TJlotsa hugs Rat hoyt-perverted comments Rob-human
finals Carmen-bad kid \lom and Dad-love and support
vav during finals Quote Hold fast to dreams for if dreams die life
ri winged bird that can not fly Unknown
tlors in Early Childhood/Elementary Education and Masters in Special
tion
ities Zooma-Zooma Party in the Castle and School Work
Id like to thank my Mommy and Daddy for their support Theyve
been there for me To my little sister one day youll be here and
Stand until then have fun To Stephen my stress relief thanks for
ig with me and helping me through all silly problems at Beaver List
least need to thank my roommate Maggie for putting up with all my
the room Quote The time Ive spent here is filled with memories
like to leave nw graduation class with quote that sums up my
Vors during my college career Only great passions can elevate the
and body to do great things
Political Science
Activities Model UN America Roads volunteer
Student Ambassador
would like to thank my family and friends for
believing in me Quote Only those who go too far
will know how far they can go
Illustration
would like to thank my parents for working so hard to keep
me here for the best four years of my life John for all the
memories and for always keeping it real Amy for bringing me
all the happiness in the world and all my suitemates Grant
Trevor and Ron for all the times cant remember Above all
will never forget being freshman John Gross Third North
Heniz riding with Jac getting off the castle roof voting and
brushing my teeth and Glenside the city that never sleeps
Quote Boat drinks
JViccLCe JJozi JaJltwtphçi
JCünfe4 aim JVauiu Wade 4ewnthtet
Psychobiology/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities Soccer Tutor biology zoology physiol
ogy spanish
Thank you so much Mom Grandma Grandpa Mel-
issa and Steve for all of your love and support
through my college career couldnt have made it this
far without you
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities Equestrian Team
Thanks to my friends-you know who you are Special thanks to John and
Patricia will never forget you two As this chapter in our lives comes to
close words fail mc to say goodbye Therefore leave you with the ords of
Christopher Robin and Pooh Bear as they bid farewell Pooh promise you
wont forget about me ever Not even when Im hundred Pooh thought for
little How old shall be then Ninety-nine Pooh nodded promise
he said Still with his eyes on the world Christopher Robin put out hand and
felt for Poohs paw...So they went off together But wherever they go and
whatever happens to them on the way in that enchanted place on the top of
the Forest little boy and his bear will always be playing -A.A Milne
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities Equestrian team Education club
Thanks to my father mother and family in Ireland for your endless support
and encouragement lv missed you and love you all very much Thanks
Bonnie and Dave youve always been there for me Devon and Keith my
golden angels love you Thanks for helping me through Thanks to Captair
enkins Captain Hurley and my girls for your encouragement and motivatici
Thanks also to my fellow education students Kris Shananagins and all the
crew without you what would do Dr Schulz you are the best my pillar of
support Dr Ager thanks for the motivation All can say is thanks to all my
professors at Beaver Quotes If something is worth doing its worth doing
right l.ife is play Its not its length but its performance that counts
Psychology
Activities Community service Hillel Equestrian
team
would like to thank myparents my sisterSari and
myboyfriend Allen for supporting me Also special
thanks to the wellness center
Jee 9ijtieu aticia 9iVei
7Ctina 9texj Dana JQm 9ppenfzeim
biology
ties Orientation Leader WBVR drinking whole lot of beer
to my parents for their love and support over my entire life love OU
rhanks also to my brothers Jim and Andy my sister Tracy and my
and niece Christopher and Hannah Thanks to all my friends whom
Lnained friends with for four years through thick and thin Mike Jay
its been an incredible time that Ill never forget Kathi life would not/
sot be the same without you love you always Finally forget about
start looking for fountain of smart ok Quotes Life is what
to you while youre busy making other plans John Lennon
que ir Ia tienda comprar mantequilla queso must go to the
some butter and cheese
lentary Education/Early Childhood
vities Womens Basketball Peer mentor
ial Thanks To my mom and dad for always
ling by my side and for believing in my dream
tics to my daughter Dianna for inspiring me to
my head up through the good times and bad
Special thanks to mybuddies for life Keesha and
la for always making my laugh
Psychology
Activities Peer Educators DSC
First would like to thank my mom without her none ot this would
have been possible \ext would like to thank my nxmmate Don
you were there from my 1st day at Beaver youre the best And
last but not least to Amy Donna and Debbie well always have the
pool Quotes The entire sum of existence is being needed by just one
person.. Putnam want you to remember what it was like
when you were fifteen or sixteen when you didnt quite see the street
you were in and and you didnt quite hear everything that was said to
you Thorton Wilder Our Town
iVatuz 94e Jaàneea
JCün1e4 atne Jewüfrt Patton
Psychobiology
Activities Student Athletic Trainer Softball
Thank you to my mother and father for giving me the opportunity to
further my education You stood by me every step of the way
couldnt have done it without you To my brother Steve thank you for
always being there for me when needed you and always telling me
could do it Finally thanks to my fiancee Jay for having confidence in
me and pushing me to do better love you Thanks to all my family
for standing behind me Quote When you stand outside of Oz you
know exactly what Oz is but Oz is only Oz to those who live outside
of it For those who live inside of it Oz has its problems Garth
Broks
Health Administration/Business
Activities ASIA Peer mentor RA
Special Thanks to my family my mother for her
emotional support my father for his moral support
my brothers for their social support mygirlfriend fo
her love for me Quote Just do your thing
Jewwth iPetetit Sw SC Eifwu
Stenk iFicc2 JodiePitt
ogy
ld
enjoy thanking my Morn and Dad first for giving me the opportunity
tIer myself and for supporting all my decisions To my Grandparents
ks for the
special notes and krng chats Ive learned more from you than
er learn in classroom Thanks Micah for helping me deal with the
Ofls of
college and for providing an example olhow motivation is
thing love you all To my non-familial brothers Len Kevin Jesse
eJohn Serge and Don-always remember take it on the chin To
Ofl else who helped me through doldrums Ian my little bro Kathryn
YJJodie Liz Shjvaz Andy Ron Lisa Mandy and Amanda
1Ven me so many memories Thanks so much to my Professors for
Wonderful job To everyone who knows Im just absent minded and
to thank them couldnt have asked for better people to be around
Early ChildhoodlElementaiy Education
Words cant express my thanks and gratitude to everyone who has been there
throughout my life The guidance love and honesty over the years has been
valued and cherished in my heart The mistakes Ive learned from and the
experiences Ive encountered are too many to mention-but all have been
significant All my love to Gram Gramps Auntie Em Uncle Jesse Jesse Dana
Anthony Bear Felicia Tracy Came Joey and especially my Mom Special
thanks to all the people whove walked the path with me over the past two
years CMC H.D H.G P.C J.W K.O K.N and anyone may have
forgotten Quotes Of all the things Ive lost miss my mind the most It
doesnt matter what car drive what clothes wear or where live What
matters is the difference make in the life of child Its about time
ktu4e4 Januw opa6
ntary/Early Childhood Education
Lies SADD BCF
Thanks to my parents for your unconditional love support and
ant encouragement Without you would not be where lam today To
ster thanks for all the wonderful advice and support Darcie youre the
riend anyone could ask for To all my friends at Beaver thanks for the
rears of my life \i have some great memories and Ill never forget them
thanks to my fellow education majors Denise Ill never forget you and
imory lives in my heart forever To you Lord give all my praise and
Youve guided me through these years and would not have survived
the constant hope and love you gave me Quote Nothing is
ible as long as you believe in yourself
3enjwniu Eice ioa FLLWlOU
Health Administration/Pre-PhysiCal Therapy/Business
would like to attribute my accomplishments and success to
my parents and my little brother Ilya My family means
everything to me and without their support would never have
been able to make it so far also want to thank my friends
Sara Raisa Ilene and Gene And special thanks to my
grandmothers Zelda and Vera Quotes Live in today for
yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never come journey
of thousand miles begins with first step
Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Activities Softball Basketball Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Merck
Fellows Program
To my Mom and Pop thanks for everything Emily thanks for being great
sister Thanks to Grandmom and Pop-Pop for your love and support and
thanks to Granny for sending those rabbits To my family friends in
Connecticut thanks for being patient Kathi-thanks for the crazy memories
Allyson-thanks for being my best friend and showing life of poetry jokes
and golden silence To the 94-95 Dilworth gang well we wcre young and
crazy.. As for Spidey Natalie Dar Puggy Snappy Toki
Mr Dan and the
BOSS we have lot of fun to find...Thanks to my professors who cared
enough to help me realize what really want in lik
So4ut IRa etfq Wllitneq Wc4 IRafim
Lawde IRa Daniet IReaqan
togy/Pre-Physicians Assitant
vities Womens Soccer SGO SPB Model United Nations Intramural
cer Honors Program Student Athletic Trainer Study Abroad Program
dco
ni yOU Mom Dad Lane Susan and SFE for your advice support and
uragement in obtaining my goals To my friends Rach Line Katie
Heather Lisa Cammie TJ Davie Wade and John the best wishes to YOU
remember no matter what road you choose never regret your choice
te Two roads diverged in wood And sorry could not take both..
Frost and what short but eventful road it has been
Psychobiology
Activities Soccer
Thanks mom dad brother nanny and Wayne love you and couldnt have
done it ithout your help Special thanks to my mom thanks for everything
that youve given me and for helping me become the person that am Matt
Rick Martin L.ak Sean and Kochis thanks for the support on and off the field
and for the good times Schafer yeah yeah Ive changed really Frank Nate
and Archie cheers brothers Australia wont experience another group like us
HI Ill never forget New Zealand especially Te Anau Milford Sound
Youve given me memories that will last lifetime Bricker how do you put
up with me Thanks to Dave Musket Chris and everyone else for four
great years Love you all Quote Those who fear the unknown are destined
be unknown
__________________________
Aagan enn aneea .Repaosj
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Psychobiology
Thanks Mom and Dad vouVt given me everything ou could life strength
confidence good judgment humor happiness and support will always
carry our love in my heart Ryan Ive tried to
be the best big sister could
From cabbages and to girls Ill always be there for you love you Phil youre
brother to me couldnt have asked to have better person in my life You
gave me my smile and master ofhonor Ill always have place
for you in
my heart My girls Amy Jacquie Kelly Andrea Laughs advice friendship
tears and silence-we have shared it all
and wouldnt dream of sharing it with
any others Court Sheene Ray Pete Bob Squirrels
and \lclia- its flow
your turn
to make legends out ot ourselvcs Quote Being good
wasnt
always easy no matter how hard tried
Psychology
Activities Black Awareness Society College Rela
tions Intern and Model
Special Thanks To God who made this achievement
possible for me To my husband Ray for his sense of
humor and encouragement through it all To my son
John who as fellow student was sympathetic and to
family members and friends for their support and
prayers love you all Quote Knowledge is like
garden if it is not cultivated it cannot beliarvested
Guinea proverb
English/Communications
Activities Cross-country SCO Study Abroad Program-London
Mom thanks for all your sacrifices so that could get an education love
alwavs Jess thanks for going through all tough things 1st so Id know
to do Thanks for sharing all the good things too Rachel what can say
made Beaver for me wouldnt be who am without you Remember ke
your face to the sunshine so ou never feel the shadows To everyone else
are more than initials you know who you are thanks for the memories ai
the laughs Ill bring them vith me where ever go
IS \leg Blossom
borrowed Quotes None ot the people kno%v who are stark ravm cra
think thev are crazy Not one And that bothers me because dont
crazy Richard Stuphen
Cqnto Awüca Ro
anAt ERoüzoou JCioliu E11c44
ogylSociology
es OPEC 01 RA RHC Student Ambassador Yearbook SGO
Peer Mentor BIF Psi Chi Honor Society Honors Program
mom dad and family without you would not be where am today
given me encouragement to
make difference with my life Patty
h.ave made it without you Dana thanks for laughs and balcony talks
thanks for the pudding and stories Donn for always being there when
shoulder to lean on Debby miss you Thanks to Jeff Brian Mimi
gela
for your guidance and thanks to lenn and Jan To the girls ot
anks for the memories To Corey-youve been my best friend for seven
oure the love 01 my life thank you br everything And thanks to all
Ive met along the way \O KG DE PR MS JC CS HK MS DH
JS
is/Interior Design
to my great family and friends the snelts R.O rummy K.A.C
NB J.l CS GD J.H M.K G.F bfw J.F HA kinkos J.S
miss you and AGA Jus little sample shut up put lid on it
skbar go team lord of the dance superstarr seabrook spring
Dadrules trainstation mugger attack and hate mean passengers on
KAC21Ebert let me roll my eyes/All have to say to allot you is
and thanks for making these last years chapter couldnt possibly
regret All did was laugh...class clown 98 Quote Whatever else
Dr forbear impose upon yourself the task of happiness and now
and
afldon yourself to the joy and laughter Max Ehrmann
Psychology
Activities Psi Chi Deans Honor List Continuing Educa
tion Peer Mentor
To my family and friends thank you for your unfailing love
and support which has sustained me on this journey
Especially to my husband Fran Thank you for encouraging
me to follow my dream for making it our dream and for
always believing in me You are the wind beneath my
wings To my beloved children Alex and Emily May you
always reach for the stars
Suzxitt nqje tIatwq Smqd IiIoutfziet
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Biology/Pre-Med
Activities AIBS
special thanks to my mother who has ilwavs supported
me no matter what the dilemma hair color or new major
and to my beautiful fiance Joseph Aaron could ask for
nothing else thanks to Dr who instilled enough terror
in me to keep me going and inspiration to be the mortician
always wanted to be And to my creations of twisted genetic
engineering Dr Don Jesse and Bernie simple thanks and
my love Quote Merry meet merry part and merry meet
again
awa Sanda Midaei Sc1k4x
Health Administration and Business Administration/Economics
Activities Basketball EEC Tutor OL Residence Hall Cou-
Delta Student Ambassador Student Government Senator
Id like to thank m\ Morn and Dad for their love encouragement
Steve you had taste of college life and now its your turn.GOOD
love you and thank you for everything youve done for me Nate
youre the best friend guy could have Trot youre the big brotheri
had Ritter can you cheer up sometime Arch$ hummina uuuhjthli
Eck thanks for the posters Kelly and Amy you gals are the best Ic
llene Musket Chris Dave Jackie Janel Steph Melis Hilly Lalç
Dave the JUDGE BOYZ and everyone else thanks for the meir
LOVE YOU ALL
Zana Scltoup Jaiine SC Scfzwa4z
PsychoIoy/Pre-Physical Therapy/Spanish
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society Psi Chi Cross-country Peer Mentor
Abroad Program-Mexico Tutor Physical Therapy Affiliation
Thanks mom and dad...lll be forever grateful for everything you
me but most of all Im thankful for the unconditional love and sup
you and thank you with all heart for being the two people cc
rely Thanks to my grandparents and my brothers for all your
me and for happy memories Mike and Randy weve been throuh
together but the things remember most are the laughs and good tiJ
shared Thanks Janene for the long talks advice and countless ear
really are the best Thanks to all my friends especially Allison...tOr the
memories Bryan have you to thank for some of the best times ui my
you for the happiness youve brought into my life My heart is yOUl
Psychology
Activities Volunteer at Good Shepherd Home and Silver Springs-Martin
luther School Peer mentor
Thanks MOfl and Dad-words cannot express the love and gratitude feel for
you Without you this would not be ssible Thanks for the encouragement
strength and love youve given me through the ears love you Thanks for
giving me direction and helping me through college would like to thank the
rest of my family brothers sisters and grandparents for their confidence and
positive motivation Thanks to all my friends on and off campus for making
college life FUN Quote Congratulations Class of 1998 The future is now
We must go forth to make our world better The real lessons are in lifes
experiences
Jwwne Scfiwwttz Ran4 Scfzwwttz
gIPre-Physicat Therapy/Spanish
Phi Eta Sigma Psi Chi Cross-country Peer mentor Study Abroad
1exico Tutor Physical Therapy Affiliation
h4om and Dad-Your support and encouragcnwnt helped me more than
er know love you with all my heart To my grandparents-thank you
orayers and the
love votive givcn through the years To all ms
For all the great times weve shared as best friends Randy thanks for
times and the laughs Mikc thanks for your generosity and your
Jaime thanks for wonderful memories late night chats cheering me
LS down dont know where Id be without you Jesse thanks for
--- ..-
meaning of love and for making me the happiest girl in the
LdS thanks for our love suoport and encouragement
anw Seiden laine SeAuia
LC Design
you Mom and Dad couldnt have done it
Ut you two Stu thanks for not calling me and
pting my studies Dave graduated before you
nanny nanny boo boo And to everyone else
helped me keep my sanity its all good.. Quote
quotations tell me what you know Ralph
Emerson
Business Administration/Economics
Activities International Club Log Sigma Beta Delta
Special Thanks To friends new and old To my profes
sors who gave me the knowledge and skills that have
made me who am today Quotes think therefoream Give to the world the best you have and the
best will come back to you..
Accounting
Special Thanks to my parents Harold and Linda
Smith Thanks to my brother Harold Jr and his wife
Missy my sister Lisa and husband John and my sister
Steph Also would like to thank Nicole LaGreco and
Jamiee Rowsen could have never made it without the
love and support of these special people THANK
YOU Quote HELLO BEAVER
iJtathæaSæaana Jin5e4 S/law
aneea mit/I Cuptd Smith
Kappa Delta Pi
Dad thanks for all of your lovt and for helping me find all the lost
the last 21 years To the rest of the tribe Jacc1ui Ashley Danny Joey
special angel Kaityl broke Morn and Dad in for you guys you
thank me Nanny and Memom my guardian angles who are always
me thanks for looking out for me Nincy and Negative Nancy remember
thps South Park and all the other RIDICULOUS things Cheryl never let
man make you swallow goldfish Becky to great roomie and all of
verages at the Dirty Sock Saloon Michael Amy Jaime and Ricknever
tthe Malibu To Fran Karen Bern Gary Ill stop by Dailey Christine
Imost-roomie Erin Eric and the jazz hatThanks for always being there
keeping me sane love all you guys always and forever
Psychology
Activities Peer Educators Beaver Christian Fellowship
Above all Id like to thank God who makes all things possible Id also like to
thank my Mom for all she has done for me without you could not have done
it love you Also thanks to my Dad and brother for always supporting me
Steph and Tina my best friends thanks for listening to me helping me and
laughing with mc and at me youre the best And thanks to all those that
have supported me TJ my RI buddy Jen Diane Kay Peers and Knight 303
Quotes Be alert stand firm in the faith he brave be strong Whatever you
do do it with kindness and love Corinthians 1613-14 Success
is...simply being here being alive being able to touch the lives of others and
kno% made difference Ted Carlson
Psychobiology
Activities Orientation Leader Basketball Biology Club RHC Student
Ambassador Honor Council
Thanks to...my friends Crystal KellyAnn Jess Golnar Tammy Mike Remi
Hillman Jac Brian Steve Jessica Nicole Corby Rachel and Monica the
twins Ilene and Tara Patoki and Sock TI my OL partners and all 01s and
OPEC All those at Student Affairs...Jan Jeff Angela AnaMaria Brian and
Glen Mv protcssor and mentors...Drs Hearn Vomachka Blustein
Iiv ood lrof ippet They have all inspired me in profound ways QuoteWhen you realize the value of life you dwell less on what is past and
concentrate more on the preservation of the future -Dian Fossey love my
friends love my family love my life and am thankful
Jeeca 411t Smith
rsychology
activities Soccer SPB Orientation Leader Peer Mentor ALLY
Spedat thanks to the entire psychology department for their support
guideance over the years to Lauren Kelly Ann CrystalRemi
len and Mike for being the best friends ever to Golnar
teaching me the most valuable lessons in life to my family for
ays supporting me in my decisions and to Tammy for the
DIUO Quote People are offered clues all the time
world of spirit Ordinary people call these clues coinci
Suzanne Smith
5fweoa Siwd awten Spewancut
Mathematics
Special Thanks To Mom Dad and Brian your love and support
brought me here today...to the magical land down under...to 0-week
let the fun begin...to eagle rock the ranch and the uni bar...to byron bay
and surfers the week we never wanted to end...to the insane 2lst...to
the days and nights in Mr Baggo...to Liz Chris and Sonia youve
opened my eyes more than thought possihle...to the original dilworth
clan...to my partner in crime. to old and new roommates love you
all...Castle 209 Rocks...to the other half of my brain couldnt live
without you and to my hick-turn-city chick and best friend owe you
the world...CHEERS
Biology
Activities RA Act 101 Peer Mentor
Id like to thank all my little friends Especially Frank
and Sherrie
Quote Stuff happens
Biology
Activities Cross Country Lacrosse Study Abroad Program-Lancaster
England
Special Thanks Mv experiences at Beaver College were made into memories
by the friends have made along the way thank you all...especially Krisfina
for being so sweet and so fun Meg for being Meg it means lot and of
course Monica youre the kind 01 friend that many search for but only the
lucky find the times weve had together they will always be with me..7-
The Samples Quotes such long long time to be gone and short time to
be there.. Munter Let yourself go and youll be more than you ever
thought youd be Janis Joplin
adL StwiJ Joep11Staen
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ar1y Childhood/Special Education
ctivities B.A.S.E Literacy Corp
thanks to my family Jean Odesky Dr Ager Dr
iemmeter Andrea Teej third Kistler Dennys
konkos Egypt Louie Louies Maryland Six Flags
he bag man the adidas man Brian Mike Jack
luckie Diesel the D.J New Years Eve
Early Childhood/ Elementary Education
Activities Orientation Leader BASE Shot taking Straddling
Thanks \lommv through it all youave become more like best friend than
mother Daddy no matter how grown-up become Ill always be your little
girL Love You both Grace Christine.Aly weve gone in different directions
hut our paths always lead us hack to each other Nina in years many friends
have come and gone but youve always been there Annemarie- Where would
we be if you were not wearing that CUTE outfit Steph no matter what
happens to us we can get through it if we have each other Tara it is your job
to keep the BIG mess legend alive Corhv- Dont forget that youre not psycho
Amy Jacquie and girls thanks for always being there to tell me EXACTLY
what did the night before Greg- Whos my BOY
AticædLe StticfI and andea
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Corporate Communications
Activities Peer Mentoring Program
Special thanks to my husband Jim and my daughters Sandy
and Patty for their love and understanding also wish to
thank my advisor and teacher Prof Shehkar Deshpande for
his guidance By sharing his incredible reservoir of knowl
edge he has helped expand my perspective on life am also
very grateful to Cern Swan and Sally Hotchkiss of the
Continuing Ed Office for their nurturing support
Graphic Design
Activities Equestrian Team
First and foremost would like to give special thanks to my
Mom and Dad Thanks for all your love and support
throughout my four years of college love you both Tara
thanks for being at Beaver when got here it was fun to
walk the walk and talk the talk The Wicked Witch Is
Gone Make sure to stop by BWF this summer and visit
Brad thanks for all your love support and all the fun times
weve had together
Camüa gf
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Business Administration
My special thanks first is directed to GOD who is the giver of my life
and helped me daily with the energy needed as full-time employee
head of household while attending Beaver as part-time student
Then am truly grateful for Gerry Swan Continuing Ed Coordinator
who inspired and helped along the way the whole nine yards Also Id
like to thank Jackie Hawthorne Lerah Coleman Sandra Woodson and
Marion 1-looley who offered assistance and prayers Finally Id like to
thank my children and their spouses for their encouragement that
would be Tobias Daphne and Sylvester and Stephanie and James
waJean wedd
mks to my
ort
th Tara
fun to
ch Is
id visit
fun times
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History
Activities BCF SAA Peers Softball Student Ambassador SADD Pride
Ally Phi Alpha Theta OL OPEC Senior Class Challenge
Thanks and HUGS my family Pops Mom Daniel Alan Auntie Alma Uncle
Ray Auntie Anne andhcr kids Mr and Mrs Siravo my other parents \lrs
Shea the Casales my friends Stacey Kristy Sue-Z-Q-Tip Jodee Fran Cindy
Tern Cat Allvson IDottic and Bob Dr Miserandino Rider Whitney Jan Mimi
Kathey and \kin Krkten Karla Becca Chris Snoopy Ahndrea Jeff Brian
Amanda Marsha Sharon Yun-jung Gretchen Davidson Lisa Donn Carol
Anne Tracy Soda Maggie Shannon Staci Tammy Jesse Kay Jesse Taylor
Leslie Linda Steve and Faith Megan Gina Danna Tibor Becky Rosemary
Bobbie Jami Don Kurt Fiddle Kristin Maria Melissa Patty PsvchoJov dept
Student Affairs Dr Land ma Drs Berger and Flaywood Golnar and God
-d
Psychoiogy/Pre-Physical Therapy
Activities Swim Team Psi Chi Tutor RA
Special thanks to Mom and Dad for all your love and
support over the years-I wouldnt be here without you
guys And to Sean and Patrick youre great Thanks
also to my Cracker Barrel friends I-leather Marisa
and Lisa Katie my swimming buddies and all my
Beaver friends-weve had tons of fun and shared many
memories Thanks guys
Psychology
Morn and Dad thanks for raising me right and helping me achieve my goals
could never have done anything without VOU both love you always
Chrisanne thanks for being great sister Thanks for always being there by
you Debbie LilZ Jaime and Don-thanks for making these past four years
ones that will never ever forget think we all learned lot about each other
and life while having fun You are the craziest and best friends Ive ever met
Remember gravy bits boe CoIl-what would all of this be if didnt leavei
note to you Thanks for putting up with me for all these ears Youre great
friend-the best love ya PS-your mom owes me your yearly friendship dues
Quote So before we end and then begin well drink toast to how its been-
Ive loved these days Billy Joel
Mathematics
Special Thanks To my husband Dave and my dau
ter Erin for helping me achieve my dream
Jea Vandedej rDwwa Uwtie Viii
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Graphic Design
Activities Equestrian Team
First and foremost would like to thank my parents for their
unconditional
support through the years now know that your
guidance is what got me through these years Alison thanks
for transferring to Beaver so we could walk the walk and talk
the talk The Wicked Witch is Gone May riding always be
our escape Finally Id like to thank all my buds in good old
Tovn Love Ya lots
English
Special Thanks Birthday Buddy Meg Have you found the green ball
yet Princess Rolling Rock and the screen door will keep stalker-boy
out RANDOM life with the Homegiris was never dull Hey Slicker-
thanks for being great leader room ladies going on Thrilla
quest in Incognito without returning in tow truck Thanks to my
family and everyone who helped me keep my train on track so
could get this far-you know you are all so special to me Quote am
the one who creates part of my fate and Ill fight destiny all the way
-S.p
Corporate Communications
Activities Coordinator and Manager of the Telecounseling program Tutor
Tour Guide
Thanks Mom and Dad From the time that as little youve been the two
most important people in my life Ive been guided by your insight and made
strong by your love Thanks for helping me to become the person am today
To my family thanks for all your love Great families help bring great success
To my special friends Stephanie Susanna Bob and Cindy so many memories
in so little time but does anyone
have pencil to write down the Ronnie
Times when weve been taken to sic the future and itsgood Andrew
thanks for being the bes couldve asked for love you all so much To Dr
Deshpande thanks for giving me my love of Communications
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mmunications Video/Radio
.uvitws Peer Mentor WBVR-DJ
ecial thanks to Kristin Weissman Stephanie and Susanna
Drino Jack Cole Kelly Ann Coughlin Nicole Bontempo
mi Chris Nucesa Gareth Groves Frank Choi and to the
teacher Ive ever had Shekhar Deshpande also my
ly for being supportive and making me who am today
te By all means necessary it is time to end the hypoc
KRS-ONE
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Communications with specialization in Print
want to thank my friends both old and new for making these past
four years unforgettable To family for always being there when
need you the most Most importantly would like to extend spedal
thank you tom mom without whom graduation would not have been
possible can still remember the countless hours you spent helping me
with my homework when was youngeryou truly are an inspion
to me Quote The secret of joy in work is contained in one word
excellence To know how to do something well is to enjoy it Pearl
Buck
Sociology
Activities Gospel Choir Black Awareness Society
First of all would like to thank God He held my hand throughout my
joumey of life He helped me to get past my trials and tribulations and showed
mel can do all things through Christ who strengthens me would also like
thank my mother Antoinette Williams for believing in me and helping me
fulfill my dreams My mother gave me the strength and courage to go on
when thought wouldnt make it She stood behind me in all my decisioi
Thank von for our unconditional love and support And last but not least
would like to thank my family and friends for believing in me Quote Life is
either what you make of it or what it makes of you Live each day so that you
will neither be afraid of tomorrow nor ashamed of yesterday
go1zdd Weqo iiIoçn wee
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Communications with conc in Video Print Music
Activities D.I.F.F.E.R.E.N.C.E SPB SADD WBVR Tower
RA Program Director and General Manager of WBVR
give special thanks to my family friends and to all of those
who passed me by with smile or sweet hello Quote
Happiness resides in appreciating the little things in life
exploring the people that others pass by and gaining knowl
edge in all forms May music fulfill your soul poetry reflect it
and the media portray it Dont fall short of your dreams
Communications
Id like to extend special thanks and love to my mother Mary for her
unyielding love and devotion to me for making my college experience as
pleasant as possible Know that love you with all my heart To Seigrid Nixon
the best friend Ive ever had and probably will ever have for her support and
more importantly for wrestling with my many demons Know that youre
loved To my sisters Yolanda and Letitia know that while am not the most
expressive person in the world that love you two dearly hope that some
day youll be able to appreciate my actions that only want the best for you
While Im far from perfect hope that have or will in some way inspire you
to do grvat things to serve as role models for future generations For those
ivhoe narncs lvt not mentioned due to word constraints know that am
eternally grateful for our contributions
Wifiain Wwn iaWon
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Psychology
Activities Golf Psi Chi Neuroscience Research Group Member
cant thank my parents enough for the support and love that theyve provided
me over the last 22 years MOM and DAD love you and thank you with all my
heart for the academic and social support youve given me The goals that Ive
achieved are as much part of your support and love as they are of my hard
work For the goals Ive achieved would he unobtainable without your support
To my friends and acquaintances What lies behind us and what lies before us
are small matters compared to what lies within us Ralph Waldo Emerson
Quote If you observe really happy person you ill find them not searching
for happiness or the ultimate goal of life in itself but they will be striving to
achieve success in the day For the day is the basic zoal of life
Business Administration
Activities Work
thank God because without Him would not have been able to get through
these four years Thanks to my heart and soul who is my mother To my father
who is in Gods kingdom miss you and love you To my sister Torre and
my brother Trov thanks and love you both with all my heart Thank you
Kevin for listening and being there for me To the best roommate anyone could
ever have Love You To Eric Dwavne Derek and Rev Stancil thanks for
driving me around and Love You all To my best friend Gloria we did it girl
Finally to Kay and my friends in suite 303 Love You all Quotes Ye are of
God little children and have overcome them because greater is he that is in
you than he that is in the world John 44 can do all things through
Christ who strengtheneth me Philippians 413
Jduz Dauid Won
Chemistry
Activities ASIA ALA Resident Assistant Work
Study in AV Chemistry and Physics Dept
Special Thanks To my family for long years of
support my friends and professors for encouragement
ALA for giving me the international experience of
Lifetime
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Thomas Adrian Angela Edmonds-Brooks Christine Kilczewski Jesse Schimmer
Tracey Aiston Craig Edmonds Kim Karjci Amy Schlein
Diane Andreason Kathleen Eibel David Kramer Eleanor Schwartz
Donna Ashmore Michael Elkan Kelly Lostalgia Kim Shaw
Candis Baldwin Ed Ely Ed Levin Max Shenin
Cynthia Bradley Seth Everheart Lai Lui Wendy Sheppard
Paul Beckert Kim Fahie Heather Manners Suzanne Shindel
Diane Bennett Jill Falkevitz Jacquelin Mao Christina Smith
Tracie Best-Harris Bryan Fink Christine Martynowski Lori Smith
Liza Betof Tern Friend Joseph McCarthy Orick Smith
Lauren Bishop Craig Furlong Jenna McClay Suzanne Strockbine
Robert Bondarev John Gallen III Brian McNeill Kim Thomas
Patricia Brett Deena Garfinkkel Donald McSpadden Karen Tilney
Serge Brodsky Agnieszka Gimlewicz Andrew Mime Jermaine Trottie
Derrick Butts James Glenn Rita Morine Marie Tuscano
Stephanie Cajoleas Lauren Gold Melissa Mowday Marco Ward
Frank Casper Trevor Golden Marianne Navarro Anita Washington
Joyce Clarkson Megan Leigh Goodwin DAndre Newell Todd Wilkinson
Donna Collom Dionysios Grevenitis Jae Park Stephanie Willey
Traci Conrad Ed Grossberg John Pasquella John Wine burg III
Patrick Courtney Todd Hamberg Ashish Pate Karin Wolfie
Mark Davis Paul Havelin Denise Pizzino Cynthia Wood
Michelle Annette Demby Roland Hinds Laura Pogeler Georice Wright
Melissa Devico Denise Hodgson Michelle Pressley Racheal Wuler
Mary Deroo Diane Holzwarth Robin Proctor Richard Wysocki
Hayey Dogon Alissa Howard Pritesh Ray Cara Young
Andrea Dorsh Melvin Howell Jeremy Reifsnyder Debbie Young
Nate Drumming Jr Janet Hudson Margaret Rickles Mario ZichellaJr
Stacey Dunkley Joanna Inman Kenneth Rossi Jeannie Zimmerman
Kate Mary Dunn Indira Jattan Kim Rutter Eric Zwirnmann
Timothy Eckard Charles Karpewicz II Michele Schafer
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SeniorMessages
Congratulations Gret
Were so proud of you and
all that you have accom
plished Good luck and
success in all you do
Love
Dad Mom Tim the
entire Mignone
Hubbard Families
Congratulations on your
graduation We are very
proud of you
Love
Morn Dad
Hershey Sally
Niki
Congratulations We are so
proud of you and all that
you have accomplished
May the success you have
achieved so far continue
throughout your future
Love ya always
Dad Mom Jen
Diane Congratulations
We are so proud of you
and all that you have
accomplished Beaver
College has given you
great experience and you
have given so much of
your self Good luck- you
deserve wonderful
future
Love Your Family
Nancy
t.as6 of
st of lucl in the future
F.emember that ie offer lifetime
servic.e to eaver alumni
C44L
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BOB WARDLOW 98
To Our Smooth Son Bob
You are class act and have
gorwn into perfect
gentleman
Cant wait until you have
your own radio program
then
step aside Stern
You have made us very
proud
Love
Dad Mom Re Jen Matt
Lindsay
DEAREST LANA
CONGRATULATIONS
YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS HAVE BEEN OUR PRIDE
GOOD LUCK AS YOU CHANGE FROM FINE STUDENT
TO WONDERFUL TEACHER AND AS YOU BEGIN THIS
NEW PASSAGE IN YOUR LIFE MAY IT BE BLESSED WITH
THE GOOD HEALTH HAPPINESS SUCCESS AND
JLFILLMENT YOU DESERVE
LOVE YOU ALWAYS
MOMMY BILL AND MITZI
1998 GRADUATES
DEPARTMENT OF
BUSINESS ADMINSTRATION
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
ECONOMICS
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Nicole
Congratulations
We are so proud of you
and all that you have
accomplished We are also
very proud of the adult
youve become You are ery
proud kind and caring
person We could not have
asked for more
Good luck and success in
all that you do and remember
that we will always be here
for you
We love you Nicole
Mom Dad and Monica
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
Tara Jean
Jennifer Ann
When God blessed us with you
I-Ic sent an angel into our lives No
one deserves to succeed and realize
their dreams more than you Con
gratulations on all your accomplish
ments so far and much success
health and happiness in all your
future endeavors
Love
Mom Dad
Congratulations
we are all so very
proud of what you
have accomplished
We wish you
continued success
as you take the next
giant step in your
life We love you
Mom Dad Daniel
Alan
CONGRATULATIONS RALPH
After years of labor
you had your baby
Congratulations its an ACTUARY
What is an Actuary
Ahhh its finally over. but
now the real world begins
May your future hold your hearts deepest
desires
150
Wishing you health wealth and happiness
Good luck
Love
Mom Dad
Anna Maria Salvatore Angela Antonio Nonna
Philippe
Lets not forget Tigger Samantha
1m
Numbers
CONGRATULATION
HEATHER BALIN
HEATHER
FROM THAT DAY IN 1983
WHEN YOU PORTRAYED
MISS AMERICA TO NOW
YOUVE MADE US PROUD
YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS AT
BEAVER DO NOT STAND
ALONE YOU ARE WON
DERFUL
DAUGHTER AND AN
ADMIRABLE PERSON WE
LOVE YOU THANK YOU
FOR ALL THE YEARS OFEN
JOYMENT YOUVE GIVEN US
LOVE
MOM DAD
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Pen goweo
Wharton and Keswick Ave Glenside PA
19038
215-884.9130
Distinctive Floral Designs and Gourmet Gifts
Serving Philadelphia and Suburbs Since 1937
You ARE TWO INCREDIBLE
WOMEN WF LOVE YOU VERY
MUCLI Worldwide Telegraph Service FAX 215-884-3354
Major Credit Cards -800-767-9130
MOM AND DAD
Chris
Congratulations and
much happiness to you
as you graduate May
you have all the success
and satisfaction in your
teaching career We
know youll be great
teacher
We love you
Mom Dad Kevin Matt
CONGRATULATIONS
RACHEL AND ANASTASIA
To the CLASS of 998
Congratulations and Best Wishes
for many years of success and
happiness
special thanks to our student
workers student ambassadors
and tour guides for their hard
work and dedication
From the Office of Enrollment
Management
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CONGRATULATIONS
Iega
You will vcar many hats
your life but the chapeau
ts our daughter will always
filled with our love Best
feverything life has to offer
ove you
lom Dad and Kyle too
Lisa
Congratulations
All your hardwork has
finally paid off Were so
proud and happy of your
accomplishments Good luck
and best wishes on your new
venture May God bless you
and guide you in everything
you do
Love always
\loni Jim
Karla DeGraift
Congratulations on your many
accomplishments which are now
in
graduation We are very proud of you
May God continue to bless you and
guide your paths as you apply the
many gifts He has given you
We love you very much and will
always be there to support you in any
way we can
Mom Dad
at your college
7e Seadefte%446z4 seaa
CONGRATULATES
the
lass of 1998
We wish each ofyou much
success in yourfuture
Good luck
and rememberus
153
--
Mike Berger Nancy Allen Bruce Keller Dennis Gallagher
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1998
eD
WE WISH YOU THE
BEST OFLUCKINALL
YOUR FUTURE ENDEA VORS
NOW YOUARE READY TO
IL
CONQUER THE WORLD
FROM THE OFFICES OF THE
ACADEMIC DEAN
ASSOCIATE DEAN
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
REGISTRAR
Hal Stewart Chris Hoizer Bill Elnick Marie Gallagher
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HAYLEY
CONGRATULATIONS ON THIS WON-
DERFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT WE
KNEW YOU COULD DO IT AND WE
KNOW YOULL BE GREAT
TEACHER ONE OF THE BEST
NEVER LOSE YOUR
ENTHUSIASM AND INTEREST YOtI
WILL MAKE DIFFERENCE IN
MANY LIVES WE LOVE YOU AND
ARE S0000 VERY PROUD OF YOU
ALWAYS
MOM DAD DARA CRAIG LEIGH
AUNT S.NDY UNCLE MARVIN AND
SNICKERS
would like to wish you bright future
full of happiness and security
Never forget Beaver College
Godspeed and Good Luck to you all
Kim
Congratulations to the young woman that
we watched grow and mature in leaps and
bounds Thank you for fulfilling all of our
expectations of you Continue to grow and
take advantage of all that life has to offer and
success will surely be yours
We Love You
Dad Mom
CQNGIIATULATIONS GRADS
The Department of Public Safety
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TO THE GRADUATES OF 1998
BEST WISHES
FOR SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
FROM THE OFFICE OF
GRADUATE STUDIES
Jay
Congratulations
am so proud of you and
all that you have accom
plished couldnt have
asked for better son You
deserve the best that life
has to offer
love you
MomCongratulations and many thanks to
our graduates
TRANG LUONG
CHRISTINE MARTYNOWSKI
RACHEL MATKOWSKI
APRIL STARK
Congratulations Ron
This is your world May the roads
always rise up to meet you as
you check it out We Love You
Dad Mom Lisa MarezyBusinessirreasurers Offices
DEBBIE
CONGRATUL4TINOS ON YOUR WON
DERFUL ACHIEVEMENT YOU HAVE
ALWAYS BEEN SOURCE OF PRIDE
MAY THE FUTURE BRING YOU
HEALTH HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS
LOVE
MOM DAD AND BRYAN
Heather
Thank you for everything you have done
TO SPECIAL GRANDAUGHTER- for me You have encouraged me and
helped me through lot of tough times in
MAY THE FUTURE BRING YOU HAPPINESS my life You have been great big sister
AND SUCCESS Congratulations on all of your achieve-
CONGRATULATIONS ments know that once you set your mind
to something you always get it wish you
WITH LOVE- the best of luck and success in your future
BUBBY AND ZAYDA Love
MOM-MOM AND POP-POP your little sis
ELIZABETH GOODWIN
MY DARLING DAUGHTER
AS LIFE PASSES SO QUICKLY BY THIS SPECIAL DAY BRINGS MEMORIES FLOODING BACK
AS YOU GRADUATED FROM NURSERY SCHOOL HELPED MAKE THE CAPS AND GOWNS GOT YOU READY..
YOU WERE SO SMALL JUST YEARS OLD YOU MADE ME PROUD..
AS YOU GRADUATED FROM MIDDLE SCHOOL WE SEARCHED AND SEARCHED THE MALLS FOR THAT
PERFECT DRESS AND YOU LOOKED BEAUTIFUL YOU MADE ME PROUD..
AS YOU GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL THAT DAY HAS SOME BAD MEMORIES YOUR ACCIDENT..
BROKE YOUR NOSE .BUT YOU WALKED THE FIELD THAT NIGHT FOR YOUR DIPLOMA RECIEVED AWARDS
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY YOU MADE ME FEEL PROUD..
AS YOU GRADUATE COLLEGE YOU ALWAYS TOOK YOUR SCHOOL SERIOUSLY YOU EXCELLED MADE THE
DEANS LIST AT BEAVER.. MY DARLING DAUGHTER ALL CAN SAY IS THAT ANY CHILD WHO IS LUCKY
ENOUGH TO HAVE YOU AS THEIR TEACHER WILL BE VERY FORTUNATE CHILD KNOWING THAT YOU
WILL TEACH WITH LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING YOU GAVE BIRTH TO BEAUTIFUL SON WI-TILE IN THE
MIDST OF FALL FINALS MY GRANDSON IS LUCKY TO HAVE YOU FOR HIS MOTHER FOR HE HAS THE BEST..
YOUR LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING OF OTHERS AND THEIR FEELINGS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN OF CONCERN TO
YOU THAT IS WHAT MAKES YOU SO SPECIAL..
PRAY YOU KNOW IN YOUR HEART HOW PROUD AM OF YOU HOW BLESSED AM TO HAVE YOU FOR MY
DAUGHTER CAN ONLY TELL YOU WITH THESE WORDS MY LOVE FOR YOU AND THAT YOU HAVE MADE ME
PROUD..
WITH ALL MY LOVE
MOM
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Ta LeaaI4uI .bawhIe2 Ieai6e4
2/o Itaoe pizaoen Ia oeIj and ai4e4s 6aI
pa deam aa can acltieoe 9oe walched
Ou4 deas 4OW and thh 7o- ha4d
wa4 and de alian foe seen
acÜeaenenI and ncceiies Tod Pm
happy and p.aud Ia ceIehaIe 6ede wi4 you
eanaIIall Congratulations Virginia
___
Loved you then love you always
Mom and Grandma
Mom
Congratulations to the graduatesof 1998
May yourhorizons know no limitsMay the
joy of learning always be in yourhearts
ed Ph1/ha JWcIVejj
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To our special young
woman from those
who love you most
We are proud of all
that you are and all
that you want to be
Dearest Laura
CONGRATULATIONS
The family and are VERY proud
of you and your accomplishments
You personality creativity and
accomplishments bring lasting
credit to yourself and proud joyous
memories to us
Our love and support go with you
as your journey through life con
tinues
Love
Dad and the family
Congratulations Wendy
We are very proud of you May your future be so bright youll have to wear
shades
Love
Diane Dad Kelly and Jon
ANDREA
CONGRATULATIONS
We are so proud of you
You have evolved
from delightful lovable child
into an extraordinary loving young woman
You are very gifted
especially in you work with children
How fortunate are those
who will be taught by you
Love
Mommyand Daddy
Love
Mom Dad Randy
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WELOVE YOU
MOM DAD
CONGRATULATIONS
NLKKI
We are so proud of you and all
that you h3 accomplished
You are great Daughter and
Sister You bring so much
happiness to iiof us Good
Luck and Success in all you do
and remember we will always
be here for you
We love you Slick
Dad Mom Tohie Dan Can
Conby
Congratulations
Words cannot express how
proud and happy you have
made us What magnificent
young woman you have
become All your hand work
and perservence has paid off as
displayed by all your accom
plishments Good Luck in Grad
School May the future hold
rainbow of wonder for you
Love
CONGRATULATIONS
MELISSA
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOUAND ALL OF YOUR
CCOMPLISHMENTS YOU HA yE HEART OF
GOLD WONDERFUL SENSE OF HUMOR AND
YOU GIVE SO MUCH OF YOURSELF TO OTHERS
MA GOD CONTINUE TO BELSS YOU IN ALL THAT
YOUDO AND ALL THAT YOUARE
Mom Dad Ryan and Benson
7eü4$t44c
Grduatjon diy ii finally here nd no two prent could ever be
prouder
It ha been an incredible journey and an aboIuIe joy to watch
you gcow from the little girt with the crooked piglaik to the
accompIished articulate tovely young woman you ace today
A3 you look forward toa future iIted with new beginninp
know that our love and
support wifl be with you tts
your star thatu bhining the bæghtet today
CongrotuIation We love you
Mom and Dad
Congratulations to the Class of 98
Special thanks to our student workers
Ann Cimino
Charlotte Coleman
Jen Costa
Nicole Gable
Alyssa Guaragno
Nicole LaGreco
Karen Leung
Dana Schoup
Angie Smith
Cindy Wilson
Kelly Zwiesdak
From The Library Staff
To the Class of 1998
Bonne Chance Buona fotuna
Buena suerte Gutes Cluck
Koo un inoru
The Department of Modern Languages
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Editor-in-Chief.Heather Kassebohm
Photography Editor Katie Bricker
Faculty/Administration Editor Lana Gombar
Senior Editor 1iiana /s..leo
Slorts Editor Keiiin Hagan
Staff PattyBrennanAdamDeBaeke
Lisa Fiorenza Danna GelmanAda Goldovsky PriyaMehta
Jill Montgomery Sue Richardson Jami Rodriguez
Special Thanks..
To Phil Klein of Jostens for being so helpful and supportive We could not have done this book
without him To Tim Scott of Spencer Studios for making endless trips to Beaver and for being so
patient with us Also to Brian Watkins and Mimi Basetti for supporting our efforts and helping us
when needed Finally to everyone else who supported this endless and exhausting production
EM and KB couldnt have done it without all your help and support
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